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Abstract
Semiconductor devices on GaN have been studied in all aspects for
many years. Among all the applications, high-speed response of the optical
receiver is of special interest.

Theoretical simulation showed that metal-

semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodiode on GaN is a promising candidate for
broad bandwidth application in UV region with impulse response time of
picosecond. In this thesis, both real application of the W photodiode and
fundamental physics of the free camers in GaN will be studied.
In real applications, the device has to be integrated into a package so that
the optically generated electrical waveform can be coupled to standard
instruments. It is, therefore, important to make the design in such way that the
mismatch and discontinuities between the device and the fast circuit can be
minimized. To ensure the functionality of the fast package, I camed out
numerical simulations of the entire assembly using a distributed circuit
approach. The samples were fabricated at Cornell Nonafabrication facility
(CNF) with electron-beam lithography. To explore the optimal condition of the
device, the feature size was varied from 0.3 pm to 5 pm and active areas were
25x25 pm2 and 50x50 pm2. These devices were then measured with a digitized

sampling oscilloscope and showed several features predicted by theoretical
simulations. Firstly, the response time of the entire package could be as fast as
55 ps. Secondly, the inherent response of the MSM photodiode was obscured

by the parasitic effect associated with the circuits. The third feature is that
under high-level illuminations the electrical impulse broadened significantly.
To disclose the dynamic behavior of the free carriers in GaN, a faster
measurement method with sub-picosecond time resolution is needed.

I

conducted electro-optic (EO) sampling experiments, in which the package was
removed and the inherent electrical impulses were recorded. The best device
showed an ultrafast time response of 3.5 ps, which represents the fastest UV
photodiode on GaN reported to date. The impulse waveform was well fit by a
bi-exponential function, which indicates the contributions from fast electrons
and slow holes respectively. By changing the bias voltages applied on the
device, the electron velocity in GaN was derived as a function of average
electric field.

The result is in a good agreement with a report from an

independent research group.
To further increase the bandwidth of the MSM photodiode, I also
measured devices with different feature sizes and active areas.
measurements provided useful guidance for future device design.

These
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Current status of study on GaN MSM UV photodetectors
The 111-nitrides materials have been studied for many years: AlN, InN and GaN
were synthesized in 1907 [I], 1910 [2], and 1932 [3], respectively. Initially, the materials
were polycrystalline, thus, they were not useful for semiconductor devices. Limited
research was conducted until the 1980-1990's, when two major breakthroughs on the
crystal growth technology led to renewed interest in 111-nitrides: the development of a
buffer layer technique to obtain smooth and crystalline films and the demonstration of ptype doping.

These breakthroughs opened the door to the control of the material

structural, electrical and optical qualities. Now, research in 111-nitrides photodetectors
has become a field of its own, whereas it used to be part of the wide bandgap
semiconductor field.
Recent and dramatic advances in 111-nitride semiconductor materials and device
technology have led to research interest and activity directed towards a plethora of
applications of nitride material in electronics and optoelectronics. Among these materials
GaN is the most heavily studied and has attracted world-wide attention. The driving

force behind the exceptional interest in GaN is its potential for a wide range of
applications in the ultraviolet (UV) region, from UV astronomy, resin curing of
polymeric materials, combustion engineering, water purification, flame detection, and
biological effects to more recent proposals like early missile plume detection, secure
space-to-space communications and pollution monitoring, especially for those

applications where harsh working environments exploit the natural durability and visible
blindness of the material.
Among all these applications, high-frequency response of the optical receiver is of
special interest. It is, therefore, necessary to describe accurately the temporal response
behavior of GaN based UV phototectors, which may reveal important physical
mechanisms that will, in return, help in improving these devices. Theoretical calculations
[4]-[7] indicated that the steady-state peak electron velocity for GaN is around 3 x lo7
cmls, which is higher than that of GaAs, implying that GaN is an important candidate for
high-frequency electronic devices [8]-[ll].

Recently, the electron velocities under

various electrical fields were studied by Wraback and co-workers [12][13], using a
femtosecond optical time-of-flight technique. This technique monitors the change in the
electroabsorption associated with the transport of photogenerated carriers in a GaN p-i-n
diode based on the Franz-Keldysh effect. Their results showed a qualitative agreement
with theoretical prediction. The smaller peak velocity obtained from their measurements
was attributed to the high defect density of the device not accounted for in theory.
Direct measurement of the electron velocity can be obtained by testing the
impulse response of a metal-semiconductor-metal

(MSM) photodiode on GaN.

Interdigitated MSM photodiodes are a family of fast, high-sensitivity detectors. Their
simple planar structures enable easy fabrication in a process compatible with planar
circuit technology. Thus these devices are attractive candidates for use in integrated
optoelectronic-electronic systems. Another advantage of the MSM photodiode is that it

consists of two back-to-back rectifying contacts, so that the inherent dark current is low
and that the difficulty of achieving good ohmic contacts on GaN is avoided. Tracking the

early development, the first GaN MSM photoconductor was reported by Khan et a1 in
1992 [14]. In their work, a device with 3pm fingers and 10 pm spacing had sensitivity of
2000 AIW at a wavelength of 365 nm under a 5-V bias. The responsivity remained nearly
constant for wavelengths from 200 nm to 365 nm and a UVIvisible contrast in sensitivity
of three orders of magnitude was observed. However, this precursor device had the slow
decay in time-resolved photoresponse and the bandwidth was limited to around 2 kHz
because of the deleterious defects.
Soon after this pioneer experimental work, Joshi and coworkers [15] simulated
the dynamic response in GaN MSM photodetectors, using Monte Carlo computations
with the electron and hole transport, circuit loading, electric field effects and the intensity
dependence all comprehensively included. For 0.25 pm finger size under 3 V bias they
predicted an impulse response as fast as 3.5 ps, roughly corresponding to a bandwidth of
about 100 GHz. Additionally, pulse broadening under high-level incident power was
predicted and attributed to the space-charge effects and the nonlinearities in the velocityfield behavior. This promising theoretical result triggered on a series of efforts on
realizing high-speed photodiode on GaN. In 1997, Carrano and coworkers [16]-[18]
reported that their MSM photodetectors fabricated on single-crystal GaN, with active
layers of 1.5 pm and 4.0 pm, had the extremely low dark current (-1 pA at a reverse bias
2 V). This property is critical to producing UV photodetectors with a high signal-tonoise ratio. Simultaneously, Walker [19] and Monroy [20] presented the fabrication and
characterization of non-intentionally doped GaN and GaN:Mb MSM photodetectors,
grown on sapphire by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition. The devices were visible
blind, with an ultravioletlgreen contrast of about five orders of magnitude. The response

time was determined to be less than 10 ns by changing the load resistance of the circuit.
Despite of the theoretical prediction of very fast response (3.5 ps for 0.25 pm feature
size) [15], the direct impulse measurement of GaN MSM photodiodes down to
picosecond region has not been presented. This is due to the difficulty of fabricating the
submicrometer devices, achieving the very small RC time constant of the device,
reducing the parasitic effect from the external circuit, and improving the time resolution
of the measurement system.
GaN is known to have a high density of deep-level defects compared to the
conventional semiconductors [211[22]. This high defect density introduces internal gain
in DC or low frequency mode, the mechanism of which is still controversial. However,
the defects degrade the device performance by introducing a sublinear dependency of the
photocurrent on the incident power, a low UVIvisible contrast, and persistent
photoconductivity (PPC) effects [23]-[26].

The mechanism involved in the

photoconductive responsivity cannot be determined by optical absorption in the
semicondcutor alone. The response to the wavelengths below the bandgap is much
higher than expected. This fact, together with the sublinear power dependency and the
PPC effects, supports the mechanism introduced by Garrido and co-authors [23:1[27].
This model assumes that the current responsivity, Ri, consists of two parts: one is due to
the free carriers optically generated in the semiconductor; the other is due to the induced
modulation of the effective conduction cross-section AS:

Owing to the presence of the depletion regions around lattice discontinuities
(e.g. threading dislocations, grain boundaries, interfaces), the conduction cross-section

does not correspond to the geometrical section of the devices and could be modulated by
the incident light below or above the bandgap. Apparently, this mechanism is important
only in the DC or low frequency operation mode, because the modulation of the whole
conduction cross-section (AS) is lagging and cannot follow the very short optical
impinge. The high frequency characterization of GaN MSM photodiodes should not be
significantly affected by this mechanism, although the internal gain may be absent. This
is supported by Carrano and coworker's report in 1998 [28], where both the temporal and
the frequency response of MSM UV photodetectors were measured and the best devices
showed a fast 10%-90% rise time of -23 ps implying a bandwidth of > 15 GHz. In the
same work [29], the current responsivity was shown to be nearly constant even out to 20
V bias voltage, which indicates negligible photoconductive gain that is undesirable in
high speed applications since it is associated with the comparatively slow process of
electron re-injection and sweep-out. In their work, however, the dependency of the pulse
duration on the optical energy was not examined and the very slow process under low
electrical field, which is attributed to the slow-hole drift, degraded the performance of the
devices. More importantly, their measurement system could not reach sub-picosecond
time resolution necessary to determine the ultrafast dynamics in the semiconductor.
The objectives of this thesis are to fabricate and test the ultrafast GaN MSM
photodetectors in both aspects of real applications and fundamental physics by using
standard timing instrument (fast sampling oscilloscope) and electro-optic (EO) sampling
system respectively. In the former experiment, a fast package to couple out the short
electric pulse is designed and simulated, while the latter experiment will give us the most
detailed information about the ultrafast dynamic behavior of free carriers in GaN.

1.2 Thesis overview
To emerge as a reliable unltrafast UV photodetectors, the full investigation of the
device design, fabrication, simulation, and test is necessary. The first part of Chapter 2
provides some background in MSM structure.

From these design principles, the

fabrication of the devices and methods to improve the bandwidth of the package are
discussed. The entire assembly is first simulated by SPICE, using the equivalent circuit
of a MSM photodiode. In the last part of Chapter 2, to better understand the device
transient response, I describe numerical simulations using a distributed-circuit approach,
which allows the packaging circuit to be included in computing the response of the entire
device assembly. Several important factors that affect the high-speed performance of the
devices are addressed in this section as well.
The sample fabrication techniques are described in the first section of Chapter 3.
Before fabrication, the optical properties of GaN wafer on sapphire substrate are
characterized, with respect to the bandgap of the material, the UVIvisible transmission
contrast and the film thickness. The electrical properties of GaN MSM diode are
characterized after fabrication including the I-V curves without illumination. The last
section of this chapter describes the tripling system that generates femtosecond output at
270 nm and the experiment set-up needed for broad-band electric signal measurements.
Chapter 4 discusses the experimental results obtained from the fast package and
digital oscilloscope.

The results are compared with theoretical computations. The

temporal response of the whole package was recorded with a 35 GHz sampling
oscilloscope. The power dependence of the impulse signal, showing significant space-

charge screening effect, is given in the next section, which is followed by the discussion
of the limitations of the measurement fixture on the high-frequency signal.

The

comparison of the theoretical and experimental results is done in the last portion and
shows very good agreement after a single energy-scaling factor is applied to the
experimental data.
Chapter 5 begins with the electro-optic effect in LiTi03 crystals, which is crucial
to EO sampling experiment. The basic set-up and operation of the system are described.
With the laser wavelength tuned to 360 nm, I am able to characterize the intrinsic
response of my photodiode and exam the fundamental physics of the free carriers in GaN,
thanks to the ultra-broad bandwidth of EO sampling system. The impulse responses are
checked in very wide rang of optical energies and become broadened at high-level
illumination. This is consistant with the effect observed in previous experiment and
simulation, where the packaging fixture and measurement instrument are included. The
cause of the space charge screening effect is briefly discussed in the last section of the
chapter.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to describing the future work.

It begins with the

improvement of the device design and EO sampling system itself. Then, the further
improvement of the device fabrication is addressed to reduce the dark current in the
diode. In the future work, my devices can be characterized under even deeper UV regime
with help of the quadrupling system, which generates output down to 210 nm. The
summary is given in the last part of Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2: General principles and device
design and simulation
2.1 General principles on MSM photodiodes
The MSM structure is an attractive candidate for UV photodetectors, given its
fabrication simplicity, the need for only a single active layer, low dark current, the
potential to achieve high quantum efficiency, low internal gain, and high bandwidth
capability [1][2]. The lateral, planar structure of these devices results in extremely low
capacitance, which matches the requirements of high-speed performance very well.
Furthermore, the fabrication process for MSM photodiodes is compatible with field effect
transistors, which makes them suitable for integration in an optical detection and
amplifier [3].

2.1.1 Band diagram under different biases
The detailed analysis of the current transport and potential distribution in MSM
structures can be found in the work of Sze and coworkers [4]. A typical schematic of

Fig. 2.1. Schematic top view of MSM structure.

such an MSM structure is depicted in Fig. 2.1. In this thesis, unless otherwise specified,
the active area (LxL) is squared and the finger spacing, t, is equal to the finger width, w.
In a 1-dimensional approximation, the energy diagram of the MSM Schottky
diode under zero bias is shown in Fig. 2.2 (a), where @, is the banier height for the
contact and VD is the built-in potential, and t is the distance between electrodes,
respectively. The electric field across the electrodes is plotted separately in the lower
part of the figure.
It is clear that an MSM diode is basically two Schottky barriers connected back to
back. When bias is applied, one of the Schottky contacts (A) is reverse biased, whereas
the other contact (B) is forward biased, as shown in the Fig. 2.2 (b). As the applied
voltage increases, their sum of the space-charge regions (SCRs) also increases. At reachthrough voltage, VRT,the two depletion regions touch each other and the sum equals to
the finger spacing, t, so that the areas between the electrodes are fully depleted. This
situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 (c). If the bias voltage increases further, a point is
reached at which the reverse bias region covers all the distance between the contacts and
the electric field at x=t drops to zero. This is called the flat-band condition with the
corresponding flat-band voltage, Vm, as shown in Fig. 2.2 (d). For even higher voltage,
the energy band is bent further downward and the maximum voltage that can be applied
to the MSM structure is limited by the avalanche breakdown near the maximum field at
contact A.
In a symmetric MSM photodiode (both contacts are fabricated with the same area
and metallization), Vm is given by:

where q is the electron charge, ND is the doping density in the semiconductor and E, is the
relative permittivity of the semiconductor. For the GaN film with doping density as low
as 1 0 ' ~ f c mand
~ t=0.3 ym, the flat-band voltage is around 0.25 V, which is exceeded in
most experiments described in this thesis.

Fig. 2.2. Energy band diagram of a MSM photodiode and electric field distribution at bias voltage
VB, such that (a) VB=O; (b) VB<VRT;(c) VB=VRT;(d) VB=VFB.

2.1.2 Response time of MSM device
Simulation of the intrinsic temporal response of these diodes indicated a fast
electron peak followed by a slower hole-tail, due to the lower hole mobility [5]-[7]. This
intrinsic response time is the combined effect of carrier transient time and carrier lifetime and is usually in the picosecond range, depending on the device structure and
material properties. In the case of GaN MSM photodiode, the life-time of free carriers
was measured to be longer than 100 ps [8], which is longer than any time scale of
interest. So the intrinsic response time should be dominated by the transient time of free
carriers. When the electron current is the dominant one, the electron velocity can be
determined by the measured transit time and the finger spacing. However, the high-speed
performance of an MSM photodiodes can be degraded by capacitive effects from both
MSM structure and external circuit, and the package that couples out the electrical
impulse to standard timing instrument, such as read-out circuit and fast oscilloscope.
In time domain, the entire assembly shows a finite time response, which is
characterized by the full width at half maximum W H M ) . The impulse response of the
measured signal is the convolution of the laser pulse, the intrinsic response of the device
and the response of the packaging and measurement system as expressed in eq. (2.2)

T ( t ) = Top ( t ) @ T,,, ( t )@ TPF ( t )@ 7"M ( t )
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(2.2)

where, T is the measured impulse response, TOP the laser pulse used to excite the
photodiode, TpFthe response function of the packaging fixture, TMMthe measurement
method.
The laser source adopted usually has duration of less than 200 femotoseconds,
which is significantly shorter than any time scale of interest. The laser pulse can,

therefore, be treated as a delta function that does not affect the measured impulse
response and can be dropped off from the right hand side of eq. (2.2). Only the
combination of inherent time response from MSM diode and response of the
measurement system contributes to the final signal. In reality, the system used for
acquiring data depends on the requirement of the measurement. If fundamental physics,
such as the velocity of the electrons and the intrinsic response time, is being investigated,
an ultrafast measuring method must be used to eliminate the effect of measurement
system on the electrical pulse generated in the device. This can be accomplished with an
electro-optic (EO) sampling experiment, which gives a subpicosecond time resolution.
However, for real applications, a convenient timing instrument is desired to record the
data, such as digital oscilloscope and read-out circuit. For this purpose, the device needs
to be integrated into a package, which inevitably reduces the high-frequency performance
of the entire system. The measured signal may reflect only the response time of the
measurement fixture.
These two conditions will be discussed separately in the following sections.

2.2 Device design and equivalent circuit simulation
As mentioned above, the response time of the devices depends on both distance
between electrodes and active area. Thus it is critical to design the device so that the
structure geometry and external circuit are well matched to couple out the very short
photo-generated electrical pulse.

2.2.1 RC time constant of MSM structure
In MSM photodiodes, there are several design considerations in trying to improve
their speed of response. As far as MSM structure itself is concerned, the most important
issue is the capacitance of the structure, which can be the dominant limitation to its highfrequency performance of the device. Decreasing the inter-electrode spacing has the
beneficial effect of decreasing carrier-transit time, at the cost of an increase in the device
capacitance. To reduce the device capacitance, one can decrease the size of the active
region. This, however, requires tight focusing of the incident beam and leads to high
incident optical energy density, which will limit the electric power that can be delivered
to the device and may introduce the space-charge screening effect and cause the
broadening of the impulse response [9]-[ll]. To optimize the device performance, an
estimation of MSM capacitance is necessary in detector design. Using a theoretical
model based on conformal mappings, MSM capacitance is calculated as a function of
finger width and spacing as follows [12]:

where Co is the capacitance per finger length, EO is dielectric constant of vacuum, E, is the
relative effective dielectric constant of the semiconductor. K and K' are elliptic integrals
defined as

k'= 41- k 2

(2.7)

where w is the finger width and p is the finger pitch (i.e., sum of the width and spacing).
Figure 2.3 is the plot of the capacitance per unit length of MSM structure on GaN versus
the ratio of finger width to pitch. The total capacitance of an MSM device with active
area (LxL) is given by
C=C,-

LxL
w+t

This indicates that for a given detector area and finger pitch size (w+t), the
smaller the finger width (w), the smaller the detector's capacitance can be obtained at the
cost of the longer transit length (t) for free camers. For the sake of simplicity, the ratio of
finger width to finger pitch is fixed at 0.5 in this thesis.
To explore the optimum condition for the GaN MSM photodiodes, devices with
different finger widths, ranging from 0.3 pm to 5 pm, and two different active areas
(25x25 pm2 and 50x50 pm2) were fabricated. In the next section, I will discuss how to
integrate such a small device into a fast package and have the optically generated signal
coupled out as well as possible.
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Fig. 2.3. Capacitance per unit length of MSM structure on GaN versus the ratio of finger width to pitch.

2.2.2 Microstrip line and compensation of step discontinuities
To better couple out the photogenerated impulse signal, the external circuit needs
to be specially designed to match the MSM structure and reduce any discontinuity
without degrading the overall bandwidth of the entire assembly. The top view of the
microstrip line circuit with carefully chosen elements is shown in Fig. 2.4. The backside

Opt-Cap
(150nF)

1

35 GHz
Oscilloscope

Fig. 2.4. Top view of the broadband circuit with microstrip line designed for the MSM photodetectors.

of the circuit board is grounded. The transmission line width is designed to be 1.1 mm to
match the 50 S2 impedance of the 35-GHz digitizing oscilloscope. A large bias resistor R,
was used to block out reflections from the charging circuit. An ultra-broadband (12 kHz
to greater than 40 GHz) optical capacitor ("Opt-Cap" in Fig. 2.4) is soldered on the edge
of the board to produce a high-speed electrical connection to the backside ground plane.

The sample is glued on the gap between the transmission line and the Opt-Cap and
electrically connected by silver paste.

I

L-O.15nH

Wl=l.lmm
W2=0.05mm

L-O.15nH

t
'
"
?
"
Equivalent circuit

Fig. 2.5 Impedance step of micro-strip line and the equivalent circuit.

Simulation of the entire assembly is needed to verify its high-speed functionality.
Before I go to the simulation, it is, however, important to note that the large size
difference between the transmission line (1.1 mm) and the active area (50x50 pm or
25x25 pm). The impedance step can be modeled by the equivalent circuit in Figure 2.5

that shows the capacitance and inductance caused by the abrupt change of the impedance.

Fig. 2.6. Uncompensated and compensated step discontinuities.

A number of references [13]-[17] give design data. The calculated values of
capacitance and inductance are labeled in the equivalent circuit.

Therefore, it is

necessary to compensate this discontinuity and removes the parasitics. The presence of a
step discontinuity in the transmission line can be compensated by the addition of a taper
near the discontinuity [18] as shown in Figure 2.6 (upper figure is uncompensated, lower
is compensated). The cross-section is varied continuously to move the transmission
line's inherent capacitance gradually into fringing capacitance, thus keeping the
impedance constant until the step is complete [18].
For calculating the taper profile, Hoefer [19] gives

A

2 . 0 Z0(&,
~ ~ =
~ 1.0, w , )

."

I -In

where r)o is the characteristic impedance of free space (-377 Q); E ~ F ~ (iswthe
) effective
, is the
relative dielectric constant of a microstrip line having width w; G ( ~ 1 . 0 w)
impedance of microstrip line having width w and the dielectric replaced with air; y is the
distance from centerline of the microstrip line.
To use the above equation, Hoefer suggests to start with y=w1/2 and using
approximately 50 steps. The change in width dyldx is calculated and added to the
previous step width until the desired final width w2 is reached. The taper calculated is
shown in Figure 2.7 with 50 steps, which starts at the active area (50 pm) and ends at
transmission line (1.1 mm).

Distance (mm)

Fig. 2.7. First quadrant of the device pads with calculated compensation taper.

2.2.3 SPICE simulation
The entire assembly is first simulated by SPICE. The equivalent circuit of the
MSM photodiode with the parasitic circuit elements is as shown in Fig. 2.8. In the plot,
R1 is the impedance of the digitizing oscilloscope, L1 and L3 are the inductances caused
by the connection between the transmission line and samples, A is the photocurrent
source, Rlo is the dark resistance of the GaN MSM device, Clo is the capacitance of the
MSM structure, C7 and C8 are the capacitances between the fingers and the ground, R12 is
the series resistance of the detector, and C3 is the Opt-Cap. All the elements have their
values as indicated in the diagram. The probe point is set right above the oscilloscope
impedance to emulate the real experiment condition.
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Fig. 2.8. Equivalent circuit of MSM photodiodes under illumination.

Given a Gaussian electric pulse with 5 ps FWHM, the simulation result gives a
broadened impulse output about 40 ps, as shown in Fig. 2.9. The oscillations after the
main peak are caused by the connection inductances (L1, L3 in Fig. 2.8) between the
transmission line and devices, which implies that in fabrication it is necessary to reduce
the inductance as much as possible. This inductive effect will be discussed more in
Chapter 4, the experimental part.
SPICE simulation is simple, straightforward, once the mechanism of how the
electrical pulse is generated is known. However, it is not convenient for solving the
distributed elements along the circuit and it cannot give any insight into the optoelectronic process in the semiconductor either. So more sophisticated method with the
physical mechanism of carrier transit included, which can also solve all the distributed
elements along the circuit, is needed.

Fig. 2.9. Simulation result from SPICE with the lumped equivalent circuit.

2.3 Equipotential-line simulation
To better understand the device transient response and the parasitic effect of the
external fixture, I have canied out numerical simulations using a distributed-circuit
approach. Instead of tracking the detailed carrier dynamics [10][11], it is assumed that
the optically generated electron-hole pairs are swept out (with negligible recombination)
at rates determined by the field-dependent mobilities [21.]. The transient current and
voltages are computed simultaneously and dynamically to produce the device temporal
response. A major advantage of this approach is that it allows us to conveniently include
the effect of the packaging circuit, as seen below.

2.3.1 Assumptions and equations used in simulation

Conne

Fig. 2.10. Top view of the fast package with the modeled circuit.

The simulation assumes transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave propagation.
The entire circuit, including the charge source, the transmission line, the semiconductor,
and the load, are sliced into small cells along the equipotential lines. Each cell is modeled
by discrete elements-resistors,
number)-whose

capacitors, and inductors (see Fig. 2.10; k is an even

values are computed from the cell geometry [18].

Besides all the elements described in Fig. 2.4 for the fast package, the equivalent
circuit for a small cell is also shown in Fig. 2.10. Here, R, is the resistance of the small
cell, the value of which depends on the material properties of the location; C, is the
capacitance across the resistance; C, is the capacitance between the cell and the ground;
Ls is the inductance of the cell; VKis the potential at each node.
Before the circuit equations for each cell are derived, several assumptions on the
photoelectric process in semiconductor are made: (1) The Schottky contact in MSM-PD's
is noninjecting; that is, no electron can flow from metal cell to semiconductor cell on the
boundary between materials. (2) The gap between fingers is fully depleted, resulting in
high resistivity; this is justified by noting that the flat-band [4] voltage across the gap is
calculated to be 0.25 V, from Eq. (2.1). (3) The optical illumination is spatially uniform
across the finger spacing, since the size of the spacing is much smaller than that of the
active area and the focal spot. (4) The 2-D dependence of the electric field is neglected,
and the electric field is uniform across the finger gap of the devices. This l-D simulation
appears to be a very good approximation in estimating the device response time.
It is worthwhile to note that a more fundamental approach that details the carrier
dynamics has been done previously [10:)[11] using a numerical Poisson solver. Our
simplified, distributed-circuit approach, however, has an important advantage in that it

allows the packaging circuit to be included in computing the response of the entire device
assembly. A direct comparison with experimental results can then be made.
Based on the above assumptions, the expressions for the currents in the inductors
and capacitors can be linearized. While the resistance in the metal transmission line is
constant, the resistance in semiconductor, which is a product of resistivity and length of
the cell divided by the cross section of the cell, dynamically varies by computing the
resistivity from a field-dependent expression,
p(x.t) =

1

'

e[n(x, t ) ~(E)
e P(X,t ) ~ h

(a

cm)

where the carrier densities n and p are calculated from the local optical intensity,
absorption rate, and transport. The electron mobility p,, a function of electric field, is
given by Ref. [21], while the hole mobility

is fixed at 30 cm21Vs. As the electric field,

current and impedance evolve in time, the transient response of the detector is computed
accordingly [22].
With V(t) as the voltage across the inductor at time t and V(t') as the voltage at a
previous time t', the currents at time t and t' in the inductor can be obtained by integrating
V(t) and V(t') with the first-order Simpson's rule

where LS is the inductance and At = t-t'. Similarly, the current at time t in the capacitor
can be written as

where C, is the capacitance of a section of line of length Ax.

As can be seen in Figure 2.10, all the circuits for the small cells have the same
configuration, even though the values of the electrical elements in each cell may be
different from cell to cell. We need, therefore, only focus on formulating one circuit and
all the others can then be derived accordingly. Furthermore, in each small circuit, there
are only two nodes to be considered. By applying Kirchhoff's law of current continuity,
the equations for current and voltage are derived.

In the simulation, the entire

transmission line, including the device, the source, and the load, is divided into 1024
nodes. Each of the even nodes and odd nodes generates a different set of equations.
Figure 2.11 shows the schematic diagram of the even node.

*
Fig.2.11. schematic diagram of the even node in the modeled circuit.

The voltage equation for the even nodes can be expressed as

where, again, Cg is the capacitance between the cell and the ground, C , is the capacitance
across R, in each cell, and V' and I' indicate the voltage and current at previous time, t',
and V and I are the variables for present time, t, respectively.
For the odd node, the schematic diagram is drawn in Figure 2.12.

Fig.2.12. schematic diagram of the odd node in the modeled circuit.

The equation for the odd nodes is written as

If all the linearly coupled equations are written in matrix format, the matrix is tridiagonal.
The tridiagonal matrix makes it possible to solve the circuit equation numerically in a fast
and efficient manner
With the help of equations (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13), the values of voltage and
current at present time are fully determined by the values at previous time. And the
initial values are calculated by dark DC condition. By iteration, the time evolution of the
circuit can then be achieved.

2.3.2 Simulation results
The model parameters were chosen to match the actual MSM-PD's to be tested.
The active area is 50 x 50 pm2, and the finger width and spacing are both 0.3 pm. To
calculate the illumination on the detectors, a Gaussian, subpicosecond pulse was selected.
Different illumination conditions with optical energies ranging from 0.01 pJ to 1 nJ have
been simulated. The results for optical pulse energies of 1, 6, 10, and 20 pJ are plotted in
Fig. 2.13.

Time (ns)

Fig. 2.13. Simulated time responses of the detectors with different optical pulse energies of 1 pJ
(cross), 6 pJ (square), 10 pJ (dot), and 20 pJ (triangle) under 5-V bias. The amplitudes of the
signal have been normalized to the peak values.

It should be noted that there are some noisy ripples after the main peaks. I did not
add any noise intentionally in the simulation. Those ripples are probably due to the finite
number of the cells used in the simulation. If this number is increased, the noise-likeripples should correspondingly decrease.
At low-level illumination, the shortest pulse is generated with duration about
48 ps, which is quite close to the pulse width predicted by SPICE. The pulse width

broadens markedly, however, as the optical pulse energy increases. The relationship
between the pulse duration and the much wider range of incident optical energy is plotted
in Figure 2.14.
From this result, it is seen that the response time of the device increases from 48
ps to 625 ps as the optical intensity increases by five decades. This increase in pulse
duration is attributed to the screening effect of the electric field between the finger
electrodes by the space-charge field induced by the separation of the photogenerated
electrons and holes.
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Fig. 2.14. Simulation result of pulse duration vs optical pulse energy.

Qualitatively, at high excitation intensity, carrier densities of both electrons and
holes increase to a point where the normally depleted region of the detector now has a
substantial conductivity that temporarily decreases the electric field. As a result, the
carriers are now swept out at a lower speed, hence the slower detector response. This
effect is essentially the same as was found in Refs. [lo] and [ l l ] . Comparison of
experiment results and simulation results will be performed in Chap. 4. More details of
this screening effect will be discussed in Chap. 5 along with the results from EO sampler.
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Chapter 3: Sample fabrication and
experimental set-up
3.1 Sample fabrication
In this section, the measurements of the optical properties of the GaN film will be
described. From these measurements the bandgap of the material and the thickness of the
film are determined. The recipe for the fabrication procedure is presented. After the
devices are fabricated, their I-V behaviors are characterized and the difference between
the devices with big and small pads is discussed. To test the temporal response of the
device, the light source and experimental set-up with fast oscilloscope are described too.

3.1.1 Optical properties of GaN wafer
GaN wafers with a 2-inch diameter were purchased from TDI Inc. [I]. They were
grown on c-plane sapphire. The depth profile for concentration of Nd-N, is shown in Fig.
3.1 that is provided by TDI Inc.. According to the measured optical transmission curve,
mentioned below, the penetration depth of GaN wafer is shorter than 400 nm, so the ntype residual concentration should be as low as 1 0 ~ ~ 1 c m ~ .
The optical transmission was measured with a Lambda-900 spectrometer by
scanning the wavelength from 200 nm to 800 nm. The result is shown in Fig. 3.2. Due
to the roughness of the back side of the wafer, not all the transmission light was collected,
so the signal at 800 nm is lower than loo%, although supposedly there is no absorption at
the infrared region. The insert shows the enlarged transmission at long wavelength. The
oscillations are caused by the interference of the light in the thin GaN film, from which
the thickness of the film can be determined. The result indicates a bandgap of 365 nm

and the visible to UV contrast of more than 4 decades (at 250 nm, the reading is 0.01%,
the limit of the instrument; at 500 nm, the reading is about 10%).

Fig. 3.1. The depth profile for concentration of Nd-N,, here Nd is the concentration of donor and N,
acceptor. The solid line is the fit of the measured points.

The relationship between the wavelength and thickness can be expressed as:
21=/2,*N, * n = A 2 * ( N , + l ) * n ,

(3.1)

where, hl and h2 are the wavelengths of two adjacent peaks (taken as 774 nm and 751
nm), n is the refractive index of the material, N1 is an integral number, and I is the
thickness of the thin film.

Using the above equation, the thickness of the film is

determined to be about 2.3 pm. This result is consistent with the data sheet provided by
the TDI Inc. from which the wafers were purchased.
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Fig. 3.2. Normalized optical transmission of GaN film. The inset is the enlarged part at long wave.

3.1.2 Device fabrication
As mentioned in chapter 2, in device fabrication, the finger width is selected to be
equal to finger spacing with values ranging from 0.3 ym to 5 pm and two different active
areas (25x25 ym2 and 50x50 ym2) are used. This is done to explore the optimum device
structure for the diode and examine the impulse response of the devices under different
transit times and device capacitances.
Among all the procedures of sample fabrication, the most important one is
certainly the metalization. Platinum is chosen as the Schottky metal contact because of
its relatively high work function (@=5.65 eV) [2], as well as the encouraging results
reported previously for Pt1Ga.N Schottky diodes [3] and MSM photodetectors [4]-[7]. A
thin Ti or Ni layer is needed to assist in adhesion of the Pt to the GaN film due to the
difficulty of getting Pt to adhere directly to GaN.
GaN is well known to have a ubiquitous native oxide and contamination layer
(containing carbon) presumed to be -2-3 nm in thickness [8]. Prior to the metalization,
the wafer should be cleaned under buffered oxygen etchant (BOE 30:l) to remove the
native oxide on the surface. A thin Ti layer (about 5 nm) may be used to assist in the
adhesion of the Pt to GaN. It has been reported that Ti [9:1[10] (and also Ni [II.]), if
subjected to a short, low-temperature anneal, tends to diffuse through the native oxide,
and consume the contamination layer on GaN. Gallium oxide will be reduced by Ti [12]
with oxygen in solid solution. In this way, the native oxide on GaN is decreased by the
Ti thin layer with the oxygen dissolved into the Ti film, leaving no insulating oxide at the
metal1GaN interface. A good metal semiconductor interface is, thus, formed. Therefore,
a bi-layer of meatlization with Ti/Pt (5 nm/80 nm) is selected in the devices fabrication.

Although during the fabrication, no annealing procedure has been included, there was
interval of 20 minutes between the depositions of Ti layer and Pt layer. So for my
fabrication, it is likely that the Ti thin layer helps form good metal-semiconductor
interface layer by consuming the native oxide layer. For the purpose of comparison,
another bi-layer metaliztion with NiIAu (25 nrn150 nm) has been grown as well on
another set of sample.
All the samples were fabricated at Cornell Nanofabrication Facility (CNF), using
a lift-off process with electron beam lithography. The detailed recipe for the whole
process is listed as follows.
Process 1: Convert the patterns in computer.
In this first step, using CAD, the patterns of the devices are designed and
converted to the machine language so that the E-Beam machine can read the file and
expose the required patterns at certain dose.
Process 2: Spin resist on the wafer (Fig. 3.3 a).
The Methyl Methacrylate (MMA) resist is coated onto the substrate by spin
casting: the resist material is dissolved in a solvent, this liquid (a couple of drops) is
poured onto the substrate, and the wafer is spun at high speed. For good liftoff, the
copolymer thickness should be 2-3 times metal thickness which is about 75 nm, so the
thickness of the resist should be around 210 nm, which corresponds the spinning speed of
2500 RPM and 60 seconds spinning time.
Process 3: Bake resist.
After coating, the resist must be pre-baked to remove residual solvents. For that
purpose, the bake temperature is set as 170 OC and the time is 15 minutes.
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Fig. 3.3. Procedures for sample fabrication with electron beam lithography.

Process 4: Spin resist (Fig. 3.3 b).
Another resist layer of PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) 4% by weight in
solvent anisole is spun on wafer at speed of 4000 RPM for 60 seconds to get the
thickness of 150 nm.
Process 5: Bake resist.
Again bake the second resist layer on hotplate for 15 minutes at temperature of
170 "C to remove the residual solvent.
Process 6: Overcoat a metal layer (Fig. 3.3 c).
Due to non-conductivity of the material an Au layer with thickness of 15 nm is
coated above the bi-layer resist by CHA RAP-600 thermal evaporator to provide a
ground plane to remove the electrons.
Process 7: Expose under E-Beam machine (Fig. 3.3 d).
In the first run, a dose matrix is generated to determine the appropriate dose and
other parameters needed to yield good results. After that, all wafers are exposed under
conditions, which give the optimal performance.
Process 8: Remove overcoat.
To remove the gold layer above the resist, immerse the samples in gold etchant
for 30 seconds and rinse the samples with deionized @I) water for 60 seconds.
Process 9: Develop resist (Fig. 3.3 e).
The samples to be developed are immersed in methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK):
isopropyl alcohol (IPA)=l: 1 for 60 seconds. Then, they are rinsed by IPA.
Process 10: Descum.

Oxygen plasma in BransonIIPC etcher is used to clean the surface of the sample
by removing the residual resist. The gas pressure is 600 mT, power 150 W and time 1
minute.
Process 11: Rinse the wafer.
Before the deposition of metal layers, samples are cleaned in buffered oxygen
etchant (BOE 30:l) for 1 minute then rinsed by DI water and dried with nitrogen.
Process 12: Metallization (Fig. 3.3 f).
The metal layers are deposited by SC4500 E-gun Evaporator. For bilayer TiIPt,
the thickness is 5 n d 8 0 nm, for bilayer, NiIAu, 25 n d 5 0 nm.
Process 13: Liftoff (Fig. 3.3 g):
After the metal film deposition, the samples are immersed into solvents,
Methylene Chloride : Acetone = 9:l. For better liftoff result, the samples should be
soaked for overnight, cleaned by an ultrasonic machine (this procedure, however, could
damage the fingers smaller than 200 nm), and rinsed by high pressure DI water.
Process 14: Bake wafer.
In order to protect the device, a thin Si02 passivation layer can be coated above
the active area, by using Fox-12 negative resist. The wafer is baked on hotplate for 2
minutes at 240 "C to remove the moisture.
Process 15: Spin primer.
Cover the wafer with P-20 primer and soak for 60 seconds. The spinning speed is
set at 3000 RPM and time 60 seconds.
Process 16: Spin Fox- 12.

After the primer, the Fox-12 is spun on the wafer at speed of 3000 RPM and 60
seconds. Under this condition, the thickness of the Si02will be 450 nm.
Process 17: Bake Fox-12.
To remove the residual solvent, the Fox-12 layer needs to be baked on hotplate
for 2 minutes at temperature of 220 "C.
Process 18: Electron beam exposure.
In this procedure, the active areas are exposed by electron beam so that the Fox12 on these areas is degraded to Si02 and all other Fox-12 will be removed in the next
step.
Process 19: Develop (Fig. 3.3 h).
Develop the whole wafer in MIF300 for 2 minutes, then rinse it with DI water and
blow and dry the wafer with nitrogen.
Process 20: Post treatment.
If possible, treat the wafer at 500 "C for 20 minutes. This will nucleate the Si02
layer and increase its density.
Process 21: Sample slice.
Slice the wafer to small pieces. For practical purpose, there are many devices
grown on each wafer for the sake of saving space. It is necessary to separate them to
individual ones to be integrated into the fast package. The slicing was done by outside
company.
It should be noted that the thickness of the Si02 protection layer is hard to control.
It could reduce or enhance the reflection of the incident light. This may affect the
external quantum efficiency significantly.

The schematic view of whole process is shown from Fig. 3.3 a-3.3 h.
Besides the different active areas of the devices, there are two types of pads with
different profiles were fabricated to connect the active area to the external circuit. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, to compensate the step discontinuities, the pads with a calculated
taper [13] are fabricated to connect the transmission line and the active area. To check
the effect caused by the big pads, another type of small pads with size of 50 pm was
grown as well.

.

<
Fig. 3.4. Devices with different pad shapes.

The schematic diagram of the device with compensated pads and small pads is
drawn in Fig. 3.4. As can be seen in Fig. 2.2, to fully deplete the region under the
electrodes the biased voltage must exceed the flat-band voltage. For the two pads with 50
pm distance from each other, the flat-band voltage will be over 7 kV according to eq.
(2.1). Therefore, under the biases used in experiments, the regions under the pads are not

depleted. And since there is no passivation layer between the pad and GaN film and the
areas under the pads are not depleted, significant dark current might be expected due to
the large size of this area. The pad with size of 50x50 pm2 was grown only on the
devices with active area of 50x50 pm2, as seen in Fig. 3.4. Their difference in currentvoltage behavior will be discussed in the next section.

3.2 Electrical properties of GaN MSM photodiodes
The current-voltage behavior of the devices was measured by Keithley 2182
Nanovoltmeter and Keithley 220 programmable current source. Figure 3.5 shows the I-V
measurements for devices with 50x50 pm2 active area, small pads, metal of NiIAu (25
nm150 nm), and different finger widths.

20
Voltage (v)

Fig. 3.5. I-V curves for devices with 50x50 prn2 active area and different fingers: 0.3 pm (circle), 0.5 pm
(line), 1 prn (triangle), 2 pm (cross), 5 prn (square).

As can be seen in Fig. 3.5, while the dark current of the devices decreases as the
finger width increases, the difference among them is insignificant compared with the
previous reports [4.][14], where a Si02 layer was inserted between the pad of the MSM
structure and GaN film so that no current can flow through the pad to the semiconductor.

On the contrary, for the simplicity of sample fabrication, there is no such passivation
layer grown on my devices before the pad metalization. This leads me to check the dark
current caused by the conducting area under the pad.
If there is no Schottky barrier between metal and semiconductor, the material is
very conductive due to the high residual electron density. This is proved by bonding the
aluminum spots directly to GaN surface and measuring the resistance between them,
which was determined to be less than 400 Q. The high conductivity of GaN wafer is also
confirmed by the technician at TDI Inc., from which the wafers were purchased. With
the Schottky barrier, the dark current due to the thermal emission is proportional to the
size of the pad areas. Figure 3.6 is a plot of the I-V curves measured from big pads and
small pads respectively, with the same active area and finger width.

Fig. 3.6. I-V curves measured from devices with big pads (square) and small pads (line) respectively. The
active area is 50x50 pm2 and finger width is 0.5 pm for both.

The total current of the MSM structure is obviously the product of current density
and the pad area. Reciprocal dependence of the dark resistivity on the pad area is
expected, which is defined as:

A big/A small=232

Voltage (V)

Fig. 3.7. The ratio of the currents measured from big pad and small pad. At low bias voltage, this ratio is
very close to the ratio of the pad sizes.

So at very low bias, the ratio of Ibigto I,,,11 should be equal to the ratio of the
small pad size to the big pad size. The ratio of the dark currents for small and big pads
under low bias is plotted in Fig. 3.7. In the comparison, the ratio of the currents at the
lowest voltage is 267, while the ratio of the pad areas is 232. The discrepancy might be

caused by the lowest voltage that can be measured is not really zero. However, the trend
of the curve clearly shows the drop at lower voltage, which brings the measurement to a
good agreement with calculation. As the bias voltage increases, the ratio does not remain
constant till 1.5 V, where a plateau starts to appear. The mechanism behind this behavior
is unknown and more fabrication and experiment are needed to clarify it.
This pad effect apparently implies that an isolation layer between metal and
semiconductor is needed to reduce the dark current, and hence increase the ratio of signal
to noise. This will be further discussed in Chap. 6, future work.

3.3 Light source and experimental set-up

3.3.1 Tripling system
In the experiment, the light source is derived by tripling the frequency of Tsunami
laser, a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser with wavelength of 810 nm. The custom-built
tripling system is based on the INRAD M/N 5-050 Ultrafast Harmonic Gneration System
[15], with which the commercial ultrafast Ti:Sapphire laser can be converted efficiently
to shorter wavelengths, for example, second harmonic generation (SHG) wavelength of
405 nm and third harmonic generation (THG) wavelength of 270 nm.

A unique optical design solves the problem of overlapping two temporally short
pulses of widely different colors in space and time. The use of broadband, reflective
focusing and recollimation optics throughout the unit results in maximum efficiency
while maintaining the shortest possible pulse width. In this way, THG efficiency is
higher than can be obtained in a lens-based system so that shorter crystals, which result in
a shorter THG pulse width can be used. Fig. 3.8 is the schematic of SHGITHG assembly
with all the optical components numbered.
1. Pin hole used to fix the input beam
2. Flat fundamental reflector 700-1000 nm
3. SHG focusing mirror 700-900 nm
4. Recollimation~focusingmirror 800-9001400-450 nm
5. THG recollimation mirror 233-300 nm

6. SHG beamsplitter 700-90013501450 nm
7. Flat fundamental reflector
8. Fundamental pre-rotator

9. SHG 90 degree rotator 760-830 nm
10. 314 ' diameter THG reflector 233-300 nm
11. LBO SHG crystal 1.5 mm thick
12. BBO THG crystal 0.5 mm thick
13. Fundamental out-coupling mirror
14. Second harmonic mirror 350-450 nm
16. Recollimation lens
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Fig. 3.8. Simplified schematic of SHGlTHG assembly. All the optical components numbered are
listed as follow.

The whole unit may be used solely as a second harmonic generator or as a
combination SHGnHG unit. The maximum SHG power of more than 0.7 W has been
obtained with 1.6 W fundamental input. This blue beam has been heavily used in a
Silicon gain experiment [16] because of the high peak power and very short incident

pulse width. The pulse duration of THG can be monitored by cross-correlation of the
second harmonic beam with the fundamental beam.

Time delay (fs)

Fig. 3.9. Normalized amplitude of THG signal recorded by Hamamatsu G1963 UV photocell. The
delay time is between the fundamental pulse and the doubling pulse. The solid line is the fitting with a
Guassian function.

A typical cross-correlation trace of the fundamental with the second harmonic,
which was obtained by changing the delay between the pulses, is shown in figure 3.9, for
which the LBO crystal (1.5 mm thickness) for SHG and BBO crystal (0.5 mm thickness)
for THG were used. This cross-correlation width is 274 fs, which suggests a THG pulse
width of approximately 130 fs. In the experiments, the measured time response is usually
in picosecond region, much longer than the laser pulse duration, so the light source itself
has negligible limitation on the time resolution of the whole system.

3.3.2 Experimental set-up
An effective technique for performing impulse response measurement is depicted
by the experimental set-up shown in Figure 3.10. The infrared output (h=810 nm) from a
mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser is coupled into the custom-built tripling system to produce
the UV excitation beam with wavelength of 270 nm. The beam is then focused onto the
DUT using a fused-silica lens with a 2-cm focal length. The electrical pulse is displayed
on a 34-GHz digital oscilloscope and recorded by a computer. To eliminate the circuit
dispersion from the connecting cables, the device is directly plugged into the
oscilloscope.
1

Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser

A
810 nm

A
270 nm
c

trigger

DUT

Custom built
tripling system

UV lens

34 GHz digital
oscilloscope

Fig. 3.10. Experimental apparatus used to measure photodetector temporal response.

.
Since the smaller active area of the device is 25x25 pm2 , it. is
important to make

sure that the diameter of the focal spot of the UV beam is less than 25 pm so that optical
leakage outside the active area is minimized. As shown in Figure 3.1 1, the size of the
spot was determined by occluding the beam using a razor blade mounted on a precision
adjustment stage. The distance between the positions of the blade, where only 10% of
the total power and 90% of the total power are measured, is approximately 10 pm. If one
assumes that the focal spot is in Gaussian shape as drawn below, the positions for spatial
FWHM have 14% and 84% of the total power. So it is safe to say that the focal spot of

the laser beam is smaller than 10 pm, although there may be still some optical energy
outside the active area.

7

Distance

Fig. 3.1 1. Schematic view of the focal spot of the laser beam.

This UV beam and the small focal spot have been intensively used in the time
profile measurement of the entire package. All the experimental details and results will
be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Experiments with fast
package
As mentioned in the first chapter, MSM inter-digitated structure is a nearly ideal
candidate as high-speed photodetectors with high responsivity. It was suggested that the
mechanism for high-speed performance of MSM diodes is independent of materials [I].
This was proved by the study of MSM diodes made on GaAs, InP and Si [I]-[5]. The
simple planar structure of MSM diodes makes them compatible in processing with
integrated circuits. As a result, MSM diodes are integrable with high-speed electronic
circuits made on different semiconductor substrates and useful in characterizing these
circuits with a fast sampling system. In addition, the pulse generation methods in
themselves are useful for revealing physical processes in materials, as these processes
manifest themselves in the shape of the optically excited electrical transient, if the
electrical transient is longer than the time resolution of the integrated circuit.
Although there are a number of reports on the temporal response of GaN MSM
diodes [6]-[9], the transient behavior under wide range of illumination levels has not yet
been thoroughly examined. Moreover, for practical purposes, the effect of packaging
needed to couple out the electrical pulse to timing instruments needs to be investigated
before the diodes can be used in real applications. In this chapter, I will focus on the
impulse response of GaN MSM diodes integrated with the specially designed fast circuit
as depicted in Chapter 2.

Different effects from the circuit, measurement fixture,

connectors and excitation level on the impulse shape are studied in detail. The limitation
of high-frequency performance of these diodes is discussed as well.

4.1 Impulse response of the MSM photodiodes
In this section, the temporal response of GaN MSM under different conditions is
measured by the experimental apparatus described in Chapter 3. I have tested the devices
under low-illumination level to make sure there is no screening effect involved, which
may degrade the fast response of the diode. First, to determine the dependence of the
transient time on the finger gap, I have compared devices with different feature size and
same active area under the same bias and illumination level. The almost constant pulse
width suggests that the devices are not transit-time limit. To determine the limitations on
the temporal response, a device with finger width and spacing of 2 pm and active area of
50x50 pm2 under different biases has been measured. The similar pulse durations imply

that the electrical field between the electrodes does not affect the response time of the
devices. To rule out the RC effect from the MSM structure itself, diodes with different
active areas have been measured as well. The inherent time response of the entire
assembly has been explored by splitting the beam into two pulses. The pulses both
illuminated the device with an adjustable delay between them.

All of these

measurements will be discussed in the following sections.

4.1.1 Temporal responses from different feature sizes
We have measured the temporal responses of the devices with different feature
size under similar experiment conditions. If the device is transit-time limited, the time
for the excited free electrons moving under external electric field to reach the anode is
proportional to the finger gap. One should, therefore, expect the significant change of the
electric pulse duration when the transit distance is increased for more than one decade
from 0.3 pm to 5 pm.

Figure 4.1 is the plot with the time response curves measured from feature sizes
of 0.3 pm, 2 pm and 5 pm, under 5 V bias and incident pulse energy of 6 pJ which was
calculated by dividing the average power of the UV beam by the 82 MHz repetition rate
of the femtosecond laser.
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Fig. 4.1. Time response of the detectors with fingers of 0.3 pm (solid line), 2 pm (circle) and 5 pm (dash),
respectively under 5 V bias and the incident energy is 6 pJIpulse. The photocurrent signal was normalized.
The pulses were shifted in time for visual convenience and the DC background was substracted.

As can be clearly seen in the plot, the main peak is followed by several
oscillations, which are caused by the reflections from the impedance mismatch and
discontinuities along the circuit. And within the measurement error the pulse duration
remains essentially constant for devices with more than 10 times difference of feature
sizes. This rules out the limitation of the finger width and spacing on the impulse

response of the entire assembly. To further trace the dominating factor, I have checked
the time response of one sample under different biases, while holding other conditions the
same. This is shown below.

4.1.2 Temporal responses under different biases
In this section, my work on the temporal response of a device with 2 pm and
active area of 50x50 pm2 under different biases is reported. The response of the device
to femosecond laser pulses has been measured with the fast circuit and the digitizing
oscilloscope as described in section 3.3.2. Since the bandwidth of the oscilloscope is 35

GHz and the laser pulse duration (-100 fs) is negligible, the expected fastest impulse
response under strong electrical field should be about 10 ps if the photo-generated
electrical pulse is not deformed and slowed by the circuit and the measurement fixture.
Figure 4.2 shows the measured curves from the diode. It is clear from the plot
that the pulse shape remains essentially the same (fluctuating from 54 ps to 58 ps)
regardless of the strength of the electric field applied across the finger spacing. Figure
4.3 is the plot of the relationship between the peak amplitude of the photo-generated
signal and the bias voltage. Since all the curves were measured under the same optical
power, the number of photons in each optical pulse remains the same. So the total
number of electrons generated in each electrical pulse should remain the same as well, if
the external quantum efficiency is fixed. In other words, the area under each measured
curve should remain constant, which means similar peak amplitude should be expected
since the pulse durations do not show marked change. Nevertheless, I have never
observed the peak amplitude that is independent of the applied bias. On the contrary,
figure 4.3 shows that the peak amplitude increases linearly with bias voltage until1 it

reaches 5 V.

Only after 5 V, the peak amplitude starts saturating and becoming

independent of bias. The reason for this linear dependence in low field region is unclear
and more experiments may be needed to clarify it.

Bias=l V;
- 0 - Bias=2 V;
-4Bias=5 V;
-0Bias=l 0 V;
-0-

FWHM=58 ps
FWHM=56 ps
FW HM=54 ps
FWHM=55 ps

Finger Width=2 pm
Optical Energy=6 pJ1pulse

Time (ps)
Fig. 4.2. Impulse response measured from a device with 2 pm finger width and spacing under low-level
illumination and different biases. The signal was normalized and the DC background was deducted.

If one assumes the electron velocity is strongly dependent on the electric field, the
photo-generated pulse should also depend on the applied bias under fixed transient
length. However, from these measurements, it is seen that the transient behavior of the
MSM diode does not show any remarkable difference under bias from 1 V to 10 V
From the above experimental results, it is concluded that the detector is RC time
limited. To check the RC effect from the MSM structure itself, I have also compared the

time response of the devices with different active areas of 50x50 p,m2 and 25x25 p,m2.
This is discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 4.3. Under this low-level excitation, the dependence of peak amplitude on the bias voltages shows
saturation after 5 V. The squares are the measured results; the connecting line is only drawn for visual
guide.

4.1.3 Temporal response from different active areas
So far, it is known the device is RC time limited but not transit-time limited. To
pinpoint the source of the RC time constant, I have tested devices with different active
areas of 50x50 pm2 and 25x25 pm2, respectively.
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Fig. 4.4. Temporal response of devices with active areas of 50x50 pm2 (dash) and 25x25 (star)
pm2. The pulses are shifted in time for visual convenience and the DC background is subtracted.

The results are shown in Figure 4.4. The experimental conditions are the same for
both devices. The measured FWHMs of the diodes are 54 ps and 57 ps for 50x50 pm2
and 25x25 pm2, respectively. From equation (2.8), it is known that the value of the
capacitance of MSM structure is proportional to L ~SO
, the capacitance of the device with
area of 50x50 pm2 is as four times larger as the device with area of 25x25 pm2. If the
structure capacitance is dominant, there should be a four-fold difference between their

RC time constants, since they shared the same package and have the same impedance.
This difference is not seen in the measured results. Therefore, the time-limitation factor
of RC constant is not caused by the MSM structure but from the measurement fixture.
More analysis of this factor and the conclusion on the time limitation are given below.

4.1.4 Temporal limitation of the measurement fixture
The fact that the temporal response of the diodes does not change markedly under
various experimental conditions and the capacitance of MSM structure does not affect the
impulse shape either leads us to examine the measurement test fixture, including the
silver paste, the discontinuity of the connector, the surface roughness, and the width
variation of the transmission line, which are inevitable in making the circuit and
integrating the device into it.

The combined effect could cause the charging and

discharging of the device to experience different impedances. This is reflected in the
difference of rise time and fall time (actually in our case, the fall time is even faster than
the rise time).
Figure 4.5 shows the impulse shape from the device with finger width and spacing
of 0.3 p. The reflection, the second peak, caused by the discontinuity of the impedance
along the transmission line and connector is about 12% of the peak, which can be
formulated as follows.

where R is reflection ratio of the electrical pulse, Zois the impedance of the oscilloscope,
which is fixed at 50 SZ and Zc is the charging impedance of the transmission line, which
is to be determined.
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Fig. 4.5. Time response of a device with 0.3 ym finger width and spacing. The value of the second peak is
determined to be 12% of the main peak, which is used to calculate the impedance mismatch.

From equation (4.1), the charging impedance of the circuit is estimated to be 63
52. If the charging time is determined by the Zc = 63 Q and discharging time is
determined by oscilloscope impedence, 50 52, the ratio of them should be 6350 = 1.26.
This matches well with the experimental results of 58 ps rise time and 45 ps fall time,
which gives the ratio of 1.29. Overall, we believe that at a low illumination level the very
short electrical pulse generated in the detectors was broadened by the measurement
system and the real impulse response of the samples should be much faster than the
measured pulse duration. To study the ultrafast time response of the device, a new
method with much higher time resolution (down to subpicosecond) is needed. ElectroOptic sampling system is ideal for this purpose. This is further discussed in Chapter 5.

4.1.5 Double-pulse measurements
To further explore the inherent response time with all the package effect included,
a split-beam technique has been used. In these experiments, the UV beam is split into
two parts with an adjustable delay. The two pulses are then used to excite the detector.
Figure 4.6 shows the results of the double-pulse measurement for a device with
0.3 ym finger and 25 x 25 ym2 active area at 5 V bias. From the figure, it is clearly seen
that separable responses began to be discernible at a time delay of 26 ps. This indicates
that the entire assembly had an inherent response time of less than 26 ps, corresponding
to bandwidth of 14 GHz. As discussed above, the bandwidth of the device can be further
improved by optimizing the design of the fast package. When one optical pulse is
delayed by 54 ps, the two pulses are well resolved: the value of the valley is about 70%
of the value of the peak. This is consistent with the measured pulse duration. If delayed
further to 90 ps, the two pulses are clearly separated as can be seen in the plot.

Fig. 4.6. Time resolution of the detector in free space. The beam was split into two parts, and one of them
was delayed. When the delay was 26 ps, two main peaks started to be discernable. The reflections of the
circuit can also be clearly seen.

4.2 Pulse broadening effect
The space-charge screening effect that has been observed in simulation is caused
by the fact that at high excitation intensity, carrier densities of both electrons and holes
increase to a point where the normally depleted region of the detector now has a
substantial conductivity that temporarily decreases the electric field. As a result, the
carriers are now swept out at a lower speed, hence the slower detector response.
Averine and coworker [10][11] analyzed the performances of GaAs interdigitated
MSM photodetectors structures under high illumination conditions. They used a twodimensional self-consistent time-dependent technique [12] to simulate the movements of
electrons and holes. The transport of photogenerated carriers is modeled by velocityfield-dependent relations. The screening of the internal field at high levels of optical
exitation has been experimentally observed in GaAs MSM photodetectors [13] and
InGaAs MSM photodetectors [14]. In this section, I report the observation of spacecharge screening effect on GaN MSM photodetectors and compare the experimental
results with the simulation results, which are brought to a close agreement with an
energy-scaling factor.

4.2.1 Temporal response at different illumination levels
The power dependence of the impulse response was measured by adjusting the
UV output from the tripling system. The device with finger width and spacing of 0.3 pm
and active area of 50x50 pm2 was excited by UV beam with pulse energy ranging from 3
pJ to 391 pJ.
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Fig. 4.7. Impulse response of GaN MSM-PD under different incident pulse energies.

Plotted in Fig. 4.7 is the temporal response data of a sample with 0.3 pm finger
width for optical pulse energies of 3, 116 and 391 pJ, respectively. Again the signal
amplitudes have been normalized to their peak values and the DC backgrounds have been
subtracted. The applied bias is 5 V for all measurements. As the incident optical energy
increases, the rise time of the device remains almost constant; however, the fall time of
the device increases significantly.
The measured FWHMs under different optical energy are plotted in Fig. 4.8. As
can be seen, the FWHM remains flat (60 ps) for optical energies up to 6 pJ, after which
FWHM increases to 166 ps for optical energy of 391 pJ. This phenomenon is attributed
to screening of the internal field (dark electric field) between the finger electrodes by the

space-charge field created by the field-induced separation of photogenerated electrons
and hole at high illumination conditions [10][11]. In the following section, I compare the
results from simulation described in Chapter 2 and experimental measurement. The
energy condition under which the screening effect becomes significant is discussed as
well.
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Fig. 4.8. Measured FWHMs' under different excitation levels increases significantly after certain point.

4.2.2 Comparison of simulation and experiment
To better understand the device transient response, I compared the numerical
simulations wi.th the experimental measurement. The computations in Chapter 2 predict
a low-intensity detector response of about 48 ps. In my experiments, I attempted to
minimize the dispersion of the signal by plugging the detector directly into the
oscilloscope. Still, the experimentally observed shortest response time (shown in Fig. 4.8)
is around 60 ps and larger than expected. This discrepancy is attributed to parasitic
effects not included in the simulation, such as the connector discontinuities and the fact
that in a microstrip transmission the field is not truly transverse electro-magnetic.
In my simulations, the external quantum efficiency was assumed to be 100%; that
is, each photon generates a free electron and hole pair. To compare the simulated and
experimental results at the same illumination level, it is necessary to modify the optical
pulse energy according to the measured external quantum efficiency, defined as the ratio
of the number of the electron-hole pairs to the number of the incident photons. The
number of electrons generated by the optical pulse was obtained by integrating the
photoelectric current; the number of photons in each optical pulse was determined by
dividing the measured average laser power by the repetition rate (82 MHz for Ti:sapphire
laser) and the energy of each photon. In the case of the highest input of 391 pJ, qexwas
determined to be 1.77%. This factor was used to scale the experimental data. In Fig. 4.9,
the simulated and measured FWHMs after the scaling are plotted together. With a single
experimentally measured scaling factor, the experimental and simulated results are in a
close agreement.

Besides this screening effect, there are some other factors that can affect the highfrequency performance of the package assembly, for instance, the length of the
transmission line, the method used to connect the device to the external circuit and so on.
These have all been measured and are discussed in the following sections.
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Fig. 4.9. Comparison of FWHMs from stimulation and experiment. To compare them at the same
illumination level, a single factor was used to scale the optical energy in experiment. The error bars were
calculated from the standard deviation of the experimentally determined FWHMs.

It should be noted that the curve is flattened at low-level illumination (<I pJ) in
both experiment and simulation. This implies that a faster measurement method is
needed. On the other hand, it also indicates that the simulation has been successfully
performed to have the circuit effect included.

4.3 Other effects on high-speed performance
In this section, further work on the package effect on the transient behavior of the
device is reported. This includes the connection effect and the length of the transmission
line.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the simulation work shows that if wire-bond is used
to connect the device pad to the transmission line, there will be some parasitic inductance
caused by the short metal wire of the order of 400 nWmeter. This inductance effect may
degrade the high-speed performance of the diode and cause the ringing after the main
peak. Another important factor is the length of the transmission line. The ultra-short
electrical pulse generated in the active area is dispersed while propagating along the
transmission line. Therefore, it is desirable to minimize the length of the transmission
line.
The photo-generated signal is observed under zero bias as well. Although a lot of
more work is needed to investigate the mechanism behind it, I will try to give some
qualitative explanation in the last part of this section.

4.3.1 Connection effect on the impulse response
In the circuit model lumped for SPICE simulation in Fig. 2.5, L1 and L3 were
added to include the connection inductances caused by wire-bonding. Even though the
wire used for bonding the device pad and the transmission line is very thin and short, it
still acts as an antenna and could limit the bandwidth of the entire assembly. To study
this effect, I have also made the connection with silver paste and compare its impulse
output with that from wire-bond.

Time (ps)

Fig. 4.10. Temporal responses measured with different connection methods.

Figure 4.10 shows the impulse shapes measured with different connection
methods. From the plot, it is seen that while the rise time of the two connection methods
remain the same (58 ps), the fall time changes remarkably from 124 ps (WB) to 70 ps

(SP). This verifies that the parasitic inductance from wire-bond is not negligible. The
better way to connect the device to the transmission line is using silver paste that has no
any lumped wire. It is based on this experiment that I determined to use the silver paste
in all the time measurements.

4.3.2 Length effect of the transmission line
The transmission line certainly causes the dispersion of the photo-generated
electrical pulse when the pulse propagates along it.

I have tried to minimize the

dispersion by plugging the package directly into the digitizing oscilloscope. However,

the transmission line cannot be removed completely. To check this effect, I have tested
two different circuits with 3 cm transmission line and 1.5 cm transmission line,
respectively. By doing this, it will be known how severely the electrical pulse is
dispersed.

Time (ns)

Fig. 4.11. Impulse shapes measured from the circuits with long and short transmission line.

The impulse shapes measured from different circuit board are shown in expanded
scale in Fig. 4.11.

The signals were normalized to the peak values and the DC

background was subtracted. From the figure, it is seen that the short circuit has rise and
fall time of 48 ps and 40 ps, respectively and the long circuit shows rise and fall time of

66 ps and 54 ps, respectively.

So, by halving the transmission line, about 20%

improvement of the bandwidth of the assembly was achieved. However, this also
predicts that even the transmission is removed, there will still be rise time and fall time of
at least 30 ps. This time limitation is determined by all the other peripherals in the
circuit. As mentioned in the above section, a faster system without transmission line
included is needed to unveil the electrical pulse. This can be done by electro-optic
sampling system that will be discussed in Chap. 5.

4.3.3 Photovoltaic effect under zero bias
In the temporal response measurement, I noticed that there was significant
photocurrent signal even at zero bias and the polarity of the signal changed upon the
position of the focus spot on the active area. This feature can be qualitatively explained
by the asymmetry of the depletion region under the illumination as described below.
Figure 4.12 shows a group of time response curves measured from a device with 5
pm finger width and spacing and 50x50 pm2 active area under zero bias. The insert is
the diagram of the sample structure with focal spot. As mentioned in the previous
chapter, the size of the focal spot is a little less than 10 pm, so I scanned with each step of
10 pm and 5 steps to cover the entire active area. As can be seen, the signal switches its

polarity from positive to negative as the focal spot scanning from one edge of the active
area to the other.
Although a lot of more work is needed to clarify the physical mechanism, I
believe this photovoltaic effect can be qualitatively explained as follows. Figure 4.13 is
the simplified energy diagram of MSM structure under zero bias. In geometry, the area
of the depletion regions under zero bias may not be symmetric on the two sides of

semiconductors within the small size of the focal sport, especially around the region
where the finger tip faces the finger recession. As can be seen in the figure, the number
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Fig. 4.12. Photocurrent signal under zero bias. The polarity switches as the focal spot scanning along the x
direction. The insert shows the sample structure and focal spot.

of photogenerated electrons at one side is larger than the number at the other side due to
the geometric difference. The net current is produced while the electrons roll down the
built-in potential barrier. When the focal spot scans to the center part of the active area,
the region under the illumination becomes symmetric and the UV light generates the
same amount of free electron in the two space charge region, the net current, hence,
disappears.
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Fig. 4.13. The energy diagram of MSM photodiode under zero bias. The asymmetry of the depletion
regions is caused by the different geometry at the metal contacts within the focal spot.

4.4 Conclusion
Theoretical calculations [16]-[19] showed that the steady-state peak electron
velocity for GaN is around 3 x 107 cm/s, which is higher than that of GaAs, implying that
GaN is an important candidate for high-frequency devices. If one assumes that the
transient time of the MSM structure is determined by the ratio of the half size of the
finger spacing and the electron velocity, the expected pulse duration should be at the
regime of a few picoseconds. However, the shortest impulse response of around 60 ps
measured with oscilloscope is dominated by the measurement fixture and the fast
package experiences different charging and discharging time due to the impedance
mismatch along the circuit. The ultrafast response of the device is, thus, dispersed and
degraded. To probe the intrinsic response, it is possible to use microwave techniques.
However, with a better, broadband, system that uses electro-optic sampling, the
experiments can be done in sub-picosecond regime. This work will be shown in detail in
Chap. 5.
A two-pulse experiment was designed to examine the time resolution of the fast
package. The peaks started to be discernible with 26 ps delay between the pulses. And
the peaks became resolved when the delay increased to 54 ps, which corresponds to a
bandwidth of about 7 GHz. Since the dominating factor is the package but not the device
itself, potentially, detector with much higher bandwidth (up to 100 GHz) can be achieved
by optimizing the fast package.
The devices response time is slower under higher excitation energy due to the
space-charge screening effect. The electrical pulse length is flattened when the optical
energy is tuned lower than 1 pJ. This implies more detailed impulse response at low-

level illumination is totally masked by the packaging fixture. To check further the highspeed response in low optical energy region, it is needed to conduct EO sampling
experiment with no packaging effect involved. This work will be presented in Chap. 5
As far as the overall quality of the devices is concerned, there are several other
factors that may affect the transient behavior of the detectors. The comparison of the
temporal response curves shows that the silver paste is a better choice of connecting the
device pads to the transmission line than wire-bond, which causes some inductance
effect.

Based on that experiment, I decided to use silver paste for all subsequent

measurements. The length of the transmission line is certainly an important issue at highfrequency performance. It is desired to shorten the transmission line as much as possible.
Finally, the devices have displayed the photovoltaic effect under zero bias.
Although it requires a lot of more work to reveal the details of the physics mechanism
behind it, this is attributed to the asymmetry of the space charge regions at anode and
cathode. Geometrically, the area of space charge region is larger around the finger
recession and smaller around finger tip. While the optical illumination could be uniform
across the gap, the total amount of free carries optically generated at these two regions is
different. The net current is produced while the free carriers generated in the depletion
regions roll down the Schottky barriers.
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Chapter 5: Experiments with Electrooptic Sampling
In Chapter 4, I investigated the ultrafast responses of the devices integrated into
the fast package, which is designed to couple out the electrical impulse to the standard
timing instruments. The constant pulse width (55f5 ps) measured under different bias
voltages (from 1 V up to 10 V) with different transit lengths (from 0.3 pm to 5 pm) and
different active areas (25x25 pm2 and 50x50 pm2) strongly indicated that the intrinsic
responses of the devices were veiled by the packaging fixture. To explore the inherent
device response, I performed a double-pulse measurement[l] by splitting the optical
beam into two parts with an adjustable delay and then recombining them to excite the
device under test. Separable pulses from a typical device were observed at delay of less
than 26 ps, confirming a much-faster inherent response that is beyond the measurement
instruments. To unveil the ultrafast impulse response of the photodiode, it is necessary to
upgrade the measurement method so that the packaging fixture can be removed and the
electric waveform can be tested in subpicosecond time resolution.
Electro-optic (EO) sampling system is an ideal candidate for this purpose. This
chapter is devoted to the principles, basic set-up, and results of our EO sampling system.
Basically, an EO sampling system works like an optic-based sampling scope that takes
advantage of the ultrashort temporal resolution of a femtosecond pulsed laser to probe the
electric waveform generated in the photodiode through a nonlinear crystal. The fringing
electrical field induces the change of refractive index of the nonlinear crystal (the Pockels
effect), which is placed atop the photodiode. And the change causes a modification of

the laser polarization, which can be converted to the intensity change of the sampling
beam. By adjusting the delay between the electric waveform and sampling beam, we can
then map out the temporal profile of the signal. Because the measurement is done
optically, the requirement on high-speed electronics is very much relaxed. Moreover this
system is noninvasive and connector free, the packaging fixture effect can hence be fully
avoided. With this system, it is possible to record the signal in subpicosend steps. The
dynamic behavior of the free carriers in GaN can then be investigated.

5.1 Principles of EO sampling
EO sampling was first introduced by Valdmanis et a1. in 1982[2] and since then
has become a valuable measurement method in the ultrafast community. Our EO
sampling system is based on a Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser that can be tuned from 710
nm to 900 nm.

After being frequency doubled, the laser can deliver output with

wavelength down to 355 nm enough to reach the bandgap of GaN.
The ultrafast optoelectronic group at LLE has used the EO sampling to
characterize the high-frequency response of electrical transients[3]-[5] and various
optoelectronic switches[6]-[8] for many years. Later the system was modified to test the
ultrafast response in superconductors[9~~[10].Thus it is clear that our EO sampler is a
very versatile tool and can be used for different purposes. However, it is the first time
that we use this system to measure the wide bandgap material like GaN. In this part, I
will deduce in detail the electro-optic effect in the EO crystal (LiTaOs) and explain how
the electric signal is converted to intensity change of the sampling beam and picked up by
optimizing the detection configuration.

5.1.1 Electro-optic effect in lithium tantalite (LiTa03)
The energy density[l 1] of the stored electric field in the anisotropic medium is

where the convention of summation over repeated indices is observed and 4, is the
dielectric tensor of the medium. LiTaOs is a uniaxial crystal and has ordinary and
extraordinary refractive indexes of n,=2.176 and n,=2.180, respectively. In the principal
coordinate system, the dielectric tensor of the crystal can, then, be written as

Defining the impermeability tensor by

equation (5.1) can be altered as

4

4

where the dimensionless vector u along the direction of D is defined by

In the presence of an electric field the impermeability tensor becomes

..

d

here, E is the electric field applied to the crystal and r is the electro-optic coefficient
tensor of EO crystal. The second term represents the Pockels effect and the higher order

.-.

terms are neglected. The tensor q is symmetric[ll], hence

rgk=rjik.

It is convention to

..

reduce the tensor r to two dimensions by replacing the first two indices i, j by a single
index, which runs from 1 to 6. The contracted indices are defined as[ll]

4 = (23) = (32),
5 = (13) = (31),

6 = (12) = (21).
Using these contracted indices, we can write

r6k = r12k = r2lk,

k = l,2,3.
In the case of LiTa03 with crystal symmetry of 3m, there are only 4 independent

..

elements in tensor r , and they are rls 133,7-21,151. SOnow equation (5.4) can be rewritten
in matrix format as

In experiments, the electric field is usually aligned along the c axis of the crystal (see Fig.
5. I), i.e. El=E2=0 and E3=E, so that the above equation is reduced to the following

Since there is no cross term appears in the above equation, the principal axes, ul, 242, u3,
remain unchanged. Only now, the new refractive indexes are:

If the laser beam is propagating along the ul axis (see Fig. 5.2), and its polarization is 45"
to u3 axis, the birefringence seer1 by it is

The second part of the birefring;enceeffect is induced by the electric field and will cause
the phase retardation between the two components of the laser beam.

The phase

retardation can be converted to the intensity change of the laser beam by optimizing the
signal detection, which will be ciiscussed in the next section.

5.1.2 Phase retardation and transmission function
In experiment, the cryst,alsare usually cut into the shape of a square or rectangle
with one cutting edge parallel to the c axis of the crystal, designated as u3=[0,0,1] axis
and the other one parallel to u2=:[0,1,0],as shown in Fig. 5.1.
The Tisapphire laser beam with electric vector E,,,li,,

impinges along direction

ul=[1,0,0]. The propagation of a polarized light beam through a train of polarizers and
birefringent plates is conveniently described using the Jones calculus[l2]. Laser beams
with horizontal and vertical linear polarization are represented by the vectors:

The matrix of the birefringent LiTa03 cyrstal with the indices n,=nz, n ~ n and
3 thickness
dreads in the principal-axis coordinate system

[exp(-i;"
LTO =

I c)

0

exp(-in

&
I

I
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where o i s the angular frequency of the laser light and c the speed of light. If the average
phase change @=(n,+nf)wrtl(2c)is separated out, we can get

LTO = exp(-.i@)[exp(-iy

E) I 2)

exp(+ir(E) I 2)

here T(E) is the phase retardation caused by the electric field and it is given by

The phase factor exp(-i@) drops out when one calculates the beam intensity and is
therefore omitted in the following discussion.
In real configuration of experimental setup shown in Fig. 5.2, the polarization of
the sampling beam is 45" to axis u3 and propagating along axis ul, so the electric vector
of the input light is the combination of Eh and E,
d
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-

=
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After the crystal, a crossed polarized (analyzer) is used (see Fig. 5.2). The effect of
LiTa03 crystal and the analyzer is calculated as

.
c axis of LiTa03

5.1. The coordinate system used in the alignment of LiTa03 crystal, which is cut along the optical axis.

u2=[O lo]
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C

Polarity:
5.2. Schematic diagram of detection configuration. The components are: PI, polarizer; LTO, LiTi03 crystal;
C, compensator; PZanalyzer.

Inserting eq. (5.13) into eq. (5.16), we find that the intensity I measured in a
photodetector is given by

I (E) = E: sin (-)l-'(E)
2
And the transmission function of the EO sampler can be expressed as

here I ~ = Eis ~the initial intensity of the sampling beam.

Figure 5.3 shows the

relationship between the transmission T and phase retardation T(E). In the figure, it is
apparent that the best working region occurs around 7d2, therefore it is necessary to insert
a compensator between crystal and analyzer (see Fig. 5.2) to introduce a static phase
retardation so that the overall phase retardation from the crystal anisotropy and the
compensator is 7d2 when the external electric field is absent.

In this case, the

transmission function (5.18) becomes

The above equation is valid only for small T(E). Marc Currie[l3] has calculated that to
generate phase retardation of n, the electric field has to be so strong that the voltage
applied to the photodiode is around 6.9 kV. The typical signal measured on the diodes is
about 10 mV, which induces phase retardation of only 4.5 pradians. It is, thus, a good
approximation to treat the measured transmission as the direct reflection of the phase
retardation, which is linear to the electric field as shown in eq. (5.14). And the electric
waveform is exactly what we are seeking.
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Fig. 5.3. Transmission factor of a cross-polarized electro-optic modulator as a function of phase
retardation. To work at the most linear region, the modulator is biased by a quarter wave plate to T=d2.

5.2 Configuration of experimental setup
A femtosecond-pulsed Ti:sapphire laser is used to both excite and probe the
electo-optic devices. The beam is tuned at 720 nm and split into two parts: the switching
beam and the sampling beam, as seen in Fig. 5.4. The switching beam passes through a
non-linear optical crystal (P-BBO), which doubles the frequency of the light to the
wavelength of 360 nm. Since the phase retardation generated by the photo-excited
electric field is only at the order of micro radians, the detection system must by very
sensitive and the system noise must by reduced as far as possible. Towards this end, the
switching beam is modulated by an acousto-optic modulator at the frequency of 1 MHz to
perform the detection above the llfsystem noise. The switching beam is then steered by
two mirrors and focused onto the DUT without passing through LiTi03 crystal by a fused
UV lens with focal length of 2.5 cm.
Figure 5.5 is a close look of the device under illumination. The lower part of the
device is covered with LiTi03 and the upper part is wired bounded so that the dc bias can
be applied across the fingers. As the electric impulse propagates along the metal pads
after the excitation of the switching beam, it causes the change of refractive index in the
crystal. The change is to be picked up by the sampling beam.
The sampling beam is detoured to an optical delay line. The moving stage of the
delay line is connected to a computer to provide an adjustable time delay between the
switching and sampling pulses. To maximize the coupling between the electric field and
optical field, the sampling beam is then precisely focused on the edge of the metal pad,
where the strongest electric field is located, as seen in Fig. 5.5. One side of the crystal in
intimate contact with the device is coated with anti-transmission film so that the sampling

beam is fully reflected back after experiencing the change in the crystal. Furthermore the
sampling spot is placed close to the active device area to minimize distortion due to
signal propagation.
It should be noted that the electric pulse generated by the switching beam is
reflected after it meets the end of the metal pad. It is, therefore, critical to have enough
time window so that the intrinsic response of the device will not be masked. The distance
between the ends of the two metal pads is 1.3 mm defined during device fabrication. The
size of active area is 25 pm and the sampling spot is around 200 pm from the active area,
so the length of round trip for the electric pulse to be reflected back through the focal spot
of the probe beam is about 0.9 mm. The effective dielectric constant is determined by
both LiTa03 crystal ( ~ = 4 1 )and GaN film (~=9.04)[14]to be ~ ~ ~ The
2 time
5 . window
we have is then calculated as follows

As discussed in the double-pulse measurement, the inherent time of the device is much
shorter than 23 ps, this time window of 15 ps should be sufficient before the transient
reflection from the circuit terminals sets in. And this is proved true in most of the
measurements as shown below.
It should be also pointed out that even though the optical wavelength used here is
360 nm, only 5 nm above the energy gap of the GaN film, the penetration depth is around
370 nm, as determined by measuring the transmission at this wavelength as described in
Chapter 3. This penetration depth is significantly shorter than the 2 pm thickness of GaN
film and the 1 pm distance of the finger spacing. Therefore, most photon electrons are

generated in the area very close to surface where the electrodes are grown, and hence the
deep-carrier effect as observed in silicon MSM photodetectors[l5] is negligible here.
Beam splitter
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Fig. 5.4. Schematic diagram of electro-optic sampling system.
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Fig. 5.5. Schematic top view of the sample and beams orientation in EO sampling experiment.

5.3 Experimental results measured with EO sampling system
The impulse response of several MSM photodiodes was recorded at subpicosecond steps. The devices were tested under various conditions so that the dominant
factors affecting the measured durations of the electrical waveforms could be determined.
To minimize the RC time constant and hence get fastest impulse response, only the
devices with an active area of 25x25 pm2 were selected. The finger width and spacing
were varied from 0.5 pm to 5 pm. With the EO sampling system, the impulse responses
solely generated from the ballistic electron transport in GaN have been observed and the
best device showed an ultrafast impulse of 3.5 ps, which represents the fastest photodiode
on GaN ever reported. The pulse widths, unlike those measured with fast circuit, are
strongly dependent on the bias applied across fingers and the electron velocities under
different electric fields are deduced.
In EO sampling system, the packaging fixture is removed. With a sub-picosecond
time resolution of sub-picosecond, the RC time constant of the device itself becomes
importance. In Chap. 2, the capacitance of MSM photodiode was plotted as a function of
ratio of finger width to pitch (sum of finger width and finger spacing), which is fixed at

0.5 in my case. And the total capacitance of a MSM device for a given active area is
C=C,-,

LxL
w+t

here, LxL is the active area of the device and w is the finger width and t the finger
spacing. So a device with smaller feature size certainly has the advantage of shorter
transit time, which is proportional to transit length. The finger spacing, however, can
remove this advantage because of the larger capacitance associated to the MSM structure.

And the device with larger pitch (w+t) has the similar dilemma. To explore the optimum
structure of the device, I tested devices with feature size ranging from 0.5 pm to 5 pm.
To check the impulse response in wide range of illumination, the energy of the
laser pulse has been tuned from 0.064 pJ to 64 pJ. As expected, the width of electrical
impulse broadenes again under high-level illumination due to the space charge screening
effect.

5.3.1 Fastest photodiode and electron velocity on GaN
Among all the photodiodes measured with EO sampler, the device with finger
width and spacing of 1 pm delivers the shortest response. This result implies that for the
given active area of 25x25 pm2, the lpm device has the optimum MSM structure design.
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Fig. 5.6. Electrical pulse generated by illumination of 360-nm photons and the bi-exponential fitting. The
finger spacing and width of the diode are both 1 prn and bias voltage is 12 V

Figure 5.6 shows a typical temporal response of the photodiode with 1 pm finger
width and spacing and 25x25 pm2 active area, under 12 V bias. The pulse shape in Fig.
5.6 is highly asymmetrical: the 1.4 ps rise time is limited by the RC time constant in
MSM structure and pads and by the optical pulse width. The slower trailing transient,
determined by the carrier transit across the finger gap, can be fitted with a bi-exponential

function with time constants of 2.1 ps and 22 ps. They are attributed to the electron and
the hole components respectively. It should be noted that while the faster electron part is
closely fitted with an exponential, the slower hole component is masked by the
reflections from the ends of the metal pads.
Since the faster part of the impulse response is dominated by the contribution
from electron, the electron velocity can be estimated from the ratio of the half-distance
between the electrodes (0.5 p)to the measured FWHM (3.5 ps) to be 1.43k0.1 x lo7
cmls at the average electric field of 120 kV/cm. This result compares favorably with the
value of 1.5 x lo7 measured[l6][17] under the same electric field in a femtosecond
optical time-of-flight experiment that monitors the change in the electro-absorption
associated with the transport of photo-generated carriers in a GaN p-i-n diode.
The dependence of pulse duration and electron velocity on the electric field was
extracted by changing the bias voltage from 5 V to 14 V. Fig. 5.7 shows the measured

FWHM as a function of average electric field, which is calculated by dividing the bias
voltage by 1 pm finger spacing. In the low-field region, the experimentally determined
electron velocity, shown in Fig. 5.8, increases with bias. Above 100 kV/cm, the electron
velocity begins to flatten, reaching a plateau at 120 kV/cm. If the average of the plateau
region is used, rather than the peak, then the estimated electron velocity becomes 1.3f0.1

x lo7 c d s . The fact that the peak velocity measured in my experiment is lower than the
calculated steady-state peak electron velocity (- 3 x lo7 c d s ) for GaN[18] may be
attributed to the high defect density in the device and/or the capacitance effect of MSM
structure that are not accounted for by theory.

Average electric field (kV/cm)

Fig. 5.7. The measured FWHMs vs the average electric field. The error bars were calculated from the
fluctuation of the EO signal before zero delay and the slopes of the measured cure at half rise time and half
fall time.

Average electric field (kV/cm)

Fig. 5.8. The experimentally determined electron velocity as a function of average electric field. The error
bars were calculated the same way as in figure 5.7.

5.3.2 Impulse responses from devices with different feature sizes
It is interesting to compare the high-field results with those from Ref. [19]. Using
Monte Carlo simulations Joshi and coworker reported the dynamic response of GaN
photodetector, in which electron and hole transport, circuit loading, electric field effects,
and the intensity dependence are all comprehensively included. At low lever photoexcitation intensities, the performance of the photodetector with feature size of 0.25 pm
shows a bandwidth of about 100 GHz and is limited by the 3.5 ps circuit time constant.
Based on the measured electron speed, the corresponding FWHM for a device with 0.25
pm finger distance is expected to be around 1 ps if the capacitance effect of the device
does not set the limit for the response time. This is substantially faster than the simulated
result in Ref. [19]. To check further, a device with 0.5 pm finger spacing has been tested.
For the purpose of comparison, the impulse responses measured from 1 pm and
0.5 pm are plotted together in Fig. 5.9. The two curves were recorded under the same
bias voltage, 10 V. While the curve from the 1 pm device shows strong asymmetry, the
impulse response of 0.5 pm is somewhat symmetric. Close analysis of the results
indicated that for the curve with 0.5 pm device there are several features distinctive from
its counterpart with 1 pm device. First, the rise time (10%-90%) of the device with
smaller finger width and spacing is significantly slower than the one with larger size, 3.6
ps vs 1.5 ps. Second, the FWHM of 0.5 pm device is longer than that of 1 pm device.
Third, unlike the above two features, the decay time (90%-10%) of the sample with 0.5
pm feature is 10.6 ps, remarkably shorter than that of the sample with 1 pm feature size.
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Fig. 5.9. Impulse responses measured from the devices with 0.5 and 1 ym finger width and spacing. Both
rise time and FWHM of 0.5 ym device are longer than those from the device with 1 ym finger width and
spacing, only the decay time is shorter.

The observed phenomena can be explained in the following way. The first two
features together indicate that the transit time of free electrons in GaN photodiode may be
overcome by the increased capacitance effect in the device with smaller finger size. As
shown in eq. (5.21), the capacitance of MSM structure is inversely proportional to the
sum of finger with and spacing. For my samples, the capacitances are calculated[20] to
be 0.0126 pF and 0.0263 pF for the 1 pm and 0.5 pm devices, respectively. And the
larger capacitance means that the device needs longer time to charge up after the free
electrons and holes are optically generated and swept to the electrodes under the

externally applied electric field. This effect, hence, reduces the temporal resolution of the
entire measurement system. With a package-circuit impedance of 63 SZ deduced in Chap.
4, the RC time constants are 0.79 ps and 1.66 ps for the 1 pm and 0.5 pm device. The
10%-90% rise time of a device can be then calculated by

,-,,

z

= 2RC In 3 .

(5.22)

The rise times are 1.7 ps and 3.6 ps for 1 pm and 0.5 pm, respectively. And this
calculations match the measured rise times of 1.5 ps and 3.6 ps very closely. Regarding
to the third feature, it is obvious that in the device with smaller finger gap, the distance
for free carriers to reach electrodes is shorter. Therefore, the long tail caused by the slow
holes is shortened.
The above discussion provides useful guide on how to improve the overall highspeed performance of the photodiode. In the case of large finger size (>1 pm), the
capacitance effect is trivial, the pulse width of the diode decreases as the finger spacing
shrinks. This is seen in Fig. 5.10. Further reducing the distance between the electrodes,
however, will increase the capacitance of the device to the turnover point, at which the
response time starts being dominated by the capacitance effect. For my devices, this
occurs when the finger size is smaller than 1 pm. To increase the bandwidth of the
device to higher level, device has to be fabricated with much smaller active area, so that
the capacitance effect can be minimized. However, this requires very tight focus of the
laser beam and hence increases the energy density of the optical pulse and limits the
electrical power that can be delivered to the device. In Chap. 4, pulse broadening was
observed under high-level illumination in my devices that were integrated to the fast
package and measured with the fast digital oscilloscope, due to the space charge

screening effect. The same effect should be observed in EO sampling measurement as
well, only this time the pulse duration should be much shorter than those shown in Chap.

4, which are flattened to around 50 ps by the circuit effect. This will be examined in the
next section.

Time (ps)

Fig. 5.10. Temporal responses recorded from the devices with 1 , 2 and 5 pm finger width and spacing.
When the capacitance effect is negligible the transit time of the device decreases as the finger size shrinks.

5.3.3 Space charge screening effect
In Chap. 4, the space charge screening effect under high-illumination levels has
been already observed. At that time, the packaging fixture limited the time response to
around 50 ps, so any pulse broadening below this time limitation is obscured. And this is
the reason why in Fig. 4.9 the FWHM becomes flattened after the optical energy is tuned
lower that 1 pJ.

To disclose this effect beyond this time resolution, EO sampling

experiment has been conducted with different optical energies. In this way, the increase
of the pulse width can be observed at the range of tens picosecond, which is not reachable
with the fast package and digital oscilloscope.
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Fig. 5.1 1. Temporal response measured under optical energies with 3 decades difference and applied bias
voltage of 5 V.

Figure 5.11 shows a group of curves measured from the 0.5 Fm device under
optical energies with 3 decades difference. The relationship between the pulse widths
and the optical energies is plotted in Fig. 5.12. Unlike the results reported in Chap. 4,

with EO sampler I successfully recorded the change of the pulse width significantly
shorter than 10 ps.
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Fig. 5.12. The pulse width as a function of optical pulse energy.

Further analysis of the data shows that the pulse width remains approximately
constant until the optical energy exceeds a certain level (around 0.64 pJ). I can calculate
the photo-generated charge and compare its value to the stored charge in the device as
follows. The external quantum efficiency of the device was determined to be 1.77% in
Chap. 4, which is used to convert the number of photons to the number of electrons.
With optical energy of 0.64 pJ and wavelength of 360 nm, the photon number is 3 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~ .
The electron number is then 1.77 percent of this number, that is 1 . 2 5 ~ 1 0 ~As
. calculated
in the previous section, the capacitance for 0.5 pm device is 0.0263 pF. Under 5 V bias,
' ~(or, about 8 . 1 ~ 1 electrons).
0~
So
the stored charge in MSM structure is about 1 . 3 ~ 1 0 . C
the number of photo-generated electrons equals about 7% of the stored charge. This
appears to be the threshold for the onset of the space charge screening effect.

The space charge screening effect can be qualitatively explained by checking the
relationship between the electron velocity and the electric field, as shown in Fig. 5.13.
When there is no illumination or low-level illumination, the electric field experienced by
electrons is not modified and the electron velocity is fixed. However, under high-level
illumination, the electric field could be severely modified due to the large amount of free
carriers generated by the optical pulses. Now electrons and holes are no longer removed
from the active region of the MSM photodiode as rapidly as for the former case. This
effect, hence, decreases the electron velocity and increases the response time of the
device as observed in the experiments.
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Fig. 5.13. Relationship between the electron velocity and the electric field that may be degraded under high
level illumination due to the increased conductivity of the material.

5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have discussed the principle of the EO effect in LiTi03 crystal
and successfully conducted measurements with EO sampling system. The electric
impulse generated in photodiode produces a tiny phase retardation in the crystal, which is
converted to the intensity change of the sampling beam. The small change is then
detected by the very sensitive measurement system that works at frequency of 1 MHz to
minimize the llf noise in laser system. By delaying the optical path of the sampling
beam, the waveform of the electric impulse can be recorded in sub-picosecond steps.
This gives enough time resolution to understand the intrinsic response time of the device.
To explore the optimum MSM structure for GaN photodiode, I have examined
devices with feature sizes from 0.5 pm to 5 pm. Among all the measured curves, the
shortest one was obtained with 1 pm finger spacing. The strongly asymmetric pulse
shape reveals the contributions from the fast electrons and slow holes separately. The 3.5
ps pulse width represents the fastest UV photodiode reported so far. And the peak
velocity of electrons in GaN was determined to be 1.43~107cmls, which compares
favorably with independent photo-excitation experiments, but is only half of what is
predicted theoretically. Under high-level illumination, the pulses lengths increased. This
is due to the space charge screening effect, which is the same effect discussed in Chap. 4.
To further increase the bandwidth of the diode will require devices fabricated with
much smaller detection areas. This will be discussed more in Chap. 6, future work.
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Chapter 6: Future work
To follow up the previous experiments, the most important is to improve the
overall high-speed performance of the UV photodiode. This requires to reducing the
active area of the MSM structure and the feature size so that the capacitance effect of the
device is negligible and slow hole decay is shortened by the decreased transit length. The
RC time constant with smaller active area will be calculated. Based on the peak velocity
of the electrons in GaN and the reduced capacitance, we may expect a UV photodiode
with sub-picosecond impulse response.
The initial design of the device with big metal pads is done with heavy
consideration of coupling the impulse signal to the external circuit. However, a better
design with a transmission line for EO sampler will facilitate the measurement of the
intrinsic device response. Although our group has many years tradition on EO sampling
system, and optimize it for most sensitive measurement on very small signal, still there is
room to reduce the noise level further and increase the sensitivity of the versatile tool.
The above ideas will be briefly described in the first section.
Another important aspect is to modify the device configuration. As discussed in
chapter 3, during sample fabrication, for the sake of simplicity, between the pads of the
device and the substrate there was no passivation layer. The large dark current is mainly
caused by the leakage from the pad to the semiconductor proportional to the area of the
pads. So if one Si02 layer is grown under the pad, it will cut off any dark current leakage
from the metal pad to the substrate and the current between the finger electrodes will be
the only contribution, which is very small as reported previously [:I.]-[3]. To improve the

performance of the device, it is necessary to add some more steps in fabrication. The
modification of the fabrication recipe will be given in the second section of this chapter.
Very recently Hirarnatsu and coworker [4] demonstrated the characterization of
GaN-based Schottky type UV detectors with a transparent electrode from near UV to
vacuum UV (VUV) (360 - 50 nm). The responsivity is about 0.15 A/W at 360 nm and
0.01 A/W at 50 nm, which could be enhanced by the usage of the antireflection film and
annealing of the Schottky electrode.

It is, thus, very interesting to extend our

measurement of the device down to the deeper UV region as required by the laser source
in UV photolithography. This issue will be addressed in the last part of this chapter.

6.1 Improvement of device design and EO sampler
To improve the high frequency frequency performance of MSM photodiode, the

most efficient way is to reduce the size of the active area as the capacitance decreases in
square of the size. As calculated in Chap. 5, for a device with 0.5 pm feature size and
25x25 pm2, the capacitance is 0.0263 pF. If we design a device with the same feature
size but smaller active area of 10x10 pm2, the capacitance of the MSM structure is
immediately reduced more than six time to 0.0042 pF and the corresponding RC time
constant will be about 260 fs, which is even smaller than the 325 fs time resolution of the
our EO sampling system[5].
However, there are two concerns about the reduction of the active area. The first
one is that the smaller area will limit the electric power that can be delivered to the diode
and we have to focus the beam very tightly on the device. The smaller focal spot will
increase the energy intensity of the laser beam and may cause the space charge screening
effect. To avoid it, it is necessary for the diode to work on low-level illumination.
Before the pulse broadening effect sets in, the number of electrons optically generated
should be less than 8% of the number of the electrons stored in MSM structure as pointed
out in Chapt. 5. Under bias voltage of 5 V, the electron numbers stored in a device with
0.5 pm feature size and 10x10 pm2 is 2 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~If. the number of photo-electrons is less
than 2x10'~ the performance of the device will not be degraded. The second concern
with smaller active area is that the optical leakage will increase. This means more free
carriers will be generated in the region, where the external electric field is trivial.
Therefore a long tail may follow the main peak as the free carriers slowly diffuse, rather
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The initial considerations about the device structure, including the big pads, are
geared to integrating the device into the fast package for real applications. However, in

EO sampling experiment, this requirement is relaxed. The bid pads can be replaced by a
structure with coplanar transmission line as shown in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1. Device design with coplanar strip line. This design is specially good for EO sampler.

In this design, the electric field is much better confined between the transmission
lines, so better signal to noise ratio is expected. And the length of the transmission line
can be made relatively long so that we will have enough time window before the electric
pulse meets the end of the transmission line and reflects back. The disadvantage of this
design is obvious too. It does not allow the electric pulse to be coupled out to the
external time instrument, which is fatal in real application.
As far as the sensitivity of EO samples is concerned, our group has made a lot of
effort to maximize the signal to noise ratio. Here, I do not intent to increase the
performance of the EO sampler a lot, only put forward a little change of the system setup

so that the noise level can be further depressed. In the current setup of EO sampling
system, the frequency (1 MHz) provided by synthesizer on A 0 modulator is totally
independent of the repetition rate (76 MHz) of the Ti:Sapphire laser. The jitter between
these two frequencies will cause the fluctuation of the electric signal recorded by lock-in
amplifier. A very simple way to remove this jitter is to use an electric down-converter
convert the 76 MHz laser repletion rate down to around 1 MHz modulation frequency
used on A 0 modulator, so that the two frequencies are tied together. This adjustment is
highlighted in Fig. 5.2.
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Fig. 5.2. A little improvement of our EO sampling system with the changes highlighted.

6.2 Improvement of sample fabrication
In Chapter 3, we measured the I-V behavior of the GaN MSM device and pointed
out that the current leakage is mainly caused by the big size of the pad that was designed
to reduce the impedance mismatch between the active area of the diode and the
transmission line.

This dark current could be largely suppressed by inserting a

passivation layer between the metal pad and GaN semiconductor.
To make such a passivation layer, the recipe of the sample fabrication can be
changed as follows. Prior to the processes of using electron beam lithography to pattern
the active area of the photodiodes, we need first fabricate the passivation layer under the
pad using photolithography. The processes are listed below.
Process I:
Dehydration bake. Put the wafer on the hot plate and bake for 30 minutes at
150°C.
Process 11:
Spin primer. Apply liquid primer over entire wafer and allow to remain for 10
minutes, they spin dry at speed of 4000 RPM for 30 seconds.
Process 111:
Spin photoresist. Dispose photoresist in the center of the wafer. Spin immediately
at desired speed for 20-30 seconds. The speed and time are determined by the thickness
required and the photoresist used.
Process IV:
Solvent removal bake. Bake the wafer for 20-30 minutes in the oven to get better
film uniformity.

Process V:
Expose. The expose time and dose vary depending on resist thickness, bake time,
substrate reflectivity, intermediate film thickness, etc.
Process VI:
Post bake. Put the exposed wafer on the hot plate and bake it for about 1 minute at
150°C. Post-exposure baking reduces standing waves and may improve the resist profile.
Process VII:
Develop. Develop the wafer in the appropriate developer for certain time.
Process VIII:
Passivation. The Si02 layer can be deposited on the wafer low temperatures (100400 C) using this plasma enhanced chemical vapor aeposition (PECVD) system. Need to
talk to the staff to get the details of using this machine.
Process IX:
Liftoff. After the Si02 layer deposition, the samples are immersed into solvents
(Acetone) to remove the photoresist. Then rinse the sample by high pressure DI water
and dry with air.
After all the above processes, the GaN wafer has pads pattern on it and is ready
for the procedure of making the structure on the active area. Figure 5.3 shows the
diagram of the wafer after these adding processes. All the rest processes are the same as
described in Chapter 3.

Fig. 5.3. Top view of the GaN wafer after the adding processes.

6.3 Measurement in deeper UV region
Due to the ever-increasing requirement of space resolution in new
photolithography techniques, deeper W light sources have been used, such as the light
of ArF excimer laser (h=193 nm), F2 laser and (h=172 nm) and so on. If our GaN based
photodetectors can be characterized at this range of wavelength, they will be the potential
candidates for future photolightography systems with short wavelength.
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Fig. 5.4. Four harmonic generator assembly modified from the custom-build tripling system. The parts are
numbered the same as those in Chapter 3.

While it is very difficult to obtain the ultra-short pulse in the deep W region, we
can still get femtosecond pulse train with wavelength of 210 nm by adjusting our custombuilt tripling system. Figure 5.4 shows the diagram schematic of the modified system. In
the picture, the fundamental beam is bypassed and the tripling crystal is replaced by a
quadrupling crystal.

6.4 Summary
In this thesis, we have discussed the design of MSM structure for GaN
photodiode. In simulation, the structure is integrated into a fast package and the entire
assembly has been calculated by both SPICE and equipotential line simulation. The
results confirmed the functionality of the fast GaN MSM diode in high frequency up to 7

GHz. Before making the devices, we have measured the absorption spectrum of GaN
film and determined the bandgap and thickness of the material. After sample fabrication,
the recipe of which has been listed step by step, the current-voltage behavior of the
devices has been characterized.

The mechanism behind the behavior has been

investigated.
The devices along with the fast package have been tested in all aspects using a 35

GHz digitized oscilloscope. The constant pulse duration of signal under similar incident
optical power indicates that the intrinsic response of the MSM diode is buried by the
relatively slow response time of the measurement system. However, the pulse width
increases significantly as the pulse energy exceeds certain level. This phenomenon is
attributed to the spacing charge screen effect. And the results from simulation and
experiment are brought to a close agreement after a single energy factor is applied.
To overcome the time limitation of the measurement system, it is needed to
upgrade the measure method to electro-optic sampling system, which gives us time
resolution up to sub-picosecond. The fastest device shows a 3.5 ps impulse response
time, which can be disintegrated into contributions from electrons and holes respectively.
The main peak of the electric waveform is dominated by the ultrafast transit of electrons.
The velocities of electrons under different electric field are deduced and compare

favorably with an independent measurement.

Under high-level illumination, the

screening effect observed again with much shorter response.
T o improve the overall high-speed performance of the UV photodiode on GaN, a
new design is proposed and sub-picosecond response of the device is anticipated. Brief
discussion on EO sampling system is done to reduce the system noise.
applications, the low dark current is desired.
fabrication has been given.

In real

The altered recipe for better sample

At last but no the least, we put forward the idea of

characterizing the GaN photodiode in deeper UV region by modifying the tripling system
to quadrupling system.
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